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FOREWORD
In 1998, the National Council of Social
Service (NCSS) unfolded an ambitious vision
for the social service sector – a vision that
remains relevant today. The Social Service
21 Vision encompassed an integrated,
community-based social service system
which focused on improving governance,
encouraging volunteerism and increasing
professionalism of the sector. With this
vision as its compass, the social service
sector in Singapore has grown from strength
to strength, and it is timely for us to come
together to think about what should be next
for the sector.

THE SOCIAL SERVICE
SECTOR IN SINGAPORE HAS
GROWN FROM STRENGTH
TO STRENGTH, AND IT IS
TIMELY FOR US TO COME
TOGETHER TO THINK
ABOUT WHAT SHOULD BE
NEXT FOR THE SECTOR.

In developing the Social Service Sector
Strategic Thrusts, we have taken a broader
perspective of the social service ecosystem.
In addition to the ‘traditional’ social service
sector partners such as social service
professionals, social service organisations
and funders, we have involved businesses,
government agencies and service users. It
reflects the reality that social progress is
accomplished not by the efforts of a few, but
rather by the collective endeavours of the
whole community.
This is the first time that such an approach
has been taken to drive towards a shared
vision and roadmap which details ways to
achieve it. It is not meant to be prescriptive
but we have provided ideas and a starting
point for how each of us can play a part.
It is our hope that when we review our
progress five years from now, we can
proudly celebrate that every person is
empowered to live with dignity in a caring
and inclusive society.

MR HSIEH FU HUA AND MS ANITA FAM,
Co-Chairs, Social Service Sector
Strategic Thrusts Steering Committee
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
SETTING THE CONTEXT

The social service sector needs to remain
relevant and be prepared for future
challenges ahead so that it can make a
sustained and collective impact on the lives
of the vulnerable. Therefore, the National
Council of Social Service (NCSS) brought

together a 21-member Steering Committee
and other stakeholders in the ecosystem
(member organisations and service users,
government, community, business leaders
and civic-minded individuals) to identify
challenges, opportunities, and build a shared
vision and roadmap for the next five years.

The key challenges identified by stakeholders are:

1

CHALLENGES
CHANGING NEEDS
•
•

•
•

2

SUSTAINING THE SOCIAL SERVICE SYSTEM
•

•
•

3

Rising expectations of the people
A need to shift towards addressing the person as a whole,
co-developing solutions and equipping him or her with skills
to meet new challenges
Greater demand for an integrated and coordinated personcentred approach
A need to harness advancements in technology

With growing needs and limited resources, there needs to be
better resource efficiency within organisations, and resources
need to be more diversified, i.e. tapping on volunteers
and technology
A need for people from different backgrounds to come
together to tackle problems
Families, communities and businesses need to be more
involved in the lives of the vulnerable

DEVELOPING HIGHLY CAPABLE AND PURPOSEFUL SOCIAL
SERVICE ORGANISATIONS
•
•
•
•

Challenges in diversifying funding streams for long
term sustainability
Challenges attracting, retaining and managing talent at staff,
management and board levels within social service organisations
Need for greater collaboration among sector stakeholders
Challenges in developing an effective brand to promote the social
mission to funders and the community
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SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS

from the ground. While solutions are key to
solving social problems, the emphasis of this
publication is on the process which promotes
a shared understanding of outcomes and
approach that will lead to new ways of
seeing and doing to bring the sector forward.
Readers can refer to the Playbook in the
Appendix to build upon some examples of
existing local and overseas models.

The co-created vision, expressed in
Chapter 4, of “every person empowered to
live with dignity in a caring and inclusive
society”, does not just set a common
vocabulary but defines the boundaries of the
ecosystem and key issues to be addressed.
It has taken into consideration the landscape
of traditional and new players, the sector’s
views on today’s challenges, and other
existing social data.

THE NEXT STEP

The multiple rounds of engagement and
intensive research culminated in The Social
Service Sector Strategic Thrusts, which
documents the shared aspirations and
pathways to fulfil them. It aims to achieve
social change by aligning the understanding
and intent of all involved players in
the ecosystem.

Chapter 5 and the strategic roadmap will
guide the actions of all ecosystem players
towards collective impact. It is undergirded
by a person-centred approach and builds
upon three key thrusts, outlining the
outcomes to be achieved and initiatives
to embark on. The initiatives in each key
thrust have been broadly articulated as they
are meant to encourage ideas and actions

Collective impact begins with a common
and shared vision, goals and measures. To
sustain the collective process and achieve
social change, every player in the ecosystem
must take action. It calls for not just active
participation but also a spirit of collaboration
and learning among all in the People, Public
and Private sectors. Some will play the role
of influential champions who will bring
together different partners to solve specific
problems. Others will be capacity builders,
who through resources and expertise, will
be able to raise sector capability and push
boundaries for new solutions.
Regardless of role, it is crucial for all to see
this five-year journey as collaborative and
dynamic, intentional in effort yet open to
new opportunities and ideas.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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SUMMARY OF KEY THRUSTS, STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS AND OUTCOMES
KEY THRUST 1:

EMPOWERED INDIVIDUALS, THEIR FAMILIES AND COMMUNITIES
STRATEGIC
DIRECTIONS

OUTCOMES

1.1 Increased leadership of individuals, their families and
communities to develop solutions
1.2 Issues owned by individuals, their families and communities
•
•
•
•
•

People are more self-reliant
People are able to self-advocate
People are connected and able to access resources and knowledge
People are able to decide on services
Increased participation of vulnerable population at workplace
and community
KEY THRUST 2:

EFFECTIVE SOCIAL PURPOSE ENTITIES THAT DELIVER QUALITY,
INNOVATIVE AND SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS
STRATEGIC
DIRECTIONS

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

•
OUTCOMES

•
•
•

Improved organisational health of social purpose entities
More innovative and sustainable solutions scaled to meet needs
Improved service user experience
Strengthened People, Public and Private sector collaboration for
greater impact
Solutions and needs are assessed to look at all aspects of a
service user‘s life
Increased number of skilled and enterprising professionals in
the sector
Innovative solutions developed
Increased capacity and capability of social purpose entities
KEY THRUST 3:

CARING, COLLABORATIVE AND IMPACTFUL
SOCIAL SERVICE ECOSYSTEM
STRATEGIC
DIRECTIONS

3.1 Improved service user experience
3.2 Strengthened People, Public and Private sector collaboration
for greater impact
3.3 More vulnerable people accepted by and included in the People,
Public and Private sectors
•

OUTCOMES

•
•
•

Solutions and needs are assessed to look at all aspects of a
service user‘s life
Innovative solutions developed
Needs are met seamlessly
Money, time and opportunities are given more and meaningfully
by People, Public and Private sectors

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

After one and a half years
of consultation, what has

emerged is a collective
vision for the sector and the
roadmap to achieve it. This
roadmap serves as a guide
for the sector’s stakeholders
so that their collective
vision will be realised, thus
improving the well-being of
generations of Singaporeans
to come.
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FIGURE 1: SOCIAL SERVICE ECOSYSTEM
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With this in mind, NCSS
gathered its member
organisations and their
service users, civic-minded
individuals, government,
community, and business
leaders together to reexamine theirs as well
as the sector’s role for
the future. By doing

so, stakeholders in the
social service ecosystem
(Figure 1) can remain
relevant, be responsive to,
and make a sustained and
collective impact on the
lives of the vulnerable.

Ed u c ati o n

Singapore’s social service
sector has grown steadily
over the years and continues
to play a prominent role in
the lives of the vulnerable.1
As a sector which delivers
and enables the delivery
of social services,2 it has
improved the well-being
and met the needs of the
vulnerable. However, the
needs and expectations of
the people are changing
alongside a rapidly
evolving socio-economic
environment. The sector
has to collectively reflect
and decide on a strategic
direction so that needs can
be more effectively met in
the future. Doing so requires
a shared understanding of
what the sector’s vision for
the future should be and
whether the sector is ready
for the challenges which
come with it.
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‘Vulnerable’ refers to children, youths, families, adults and seniors in situational, environmental or social risks as well as persons
with disabilities and mental health issues.
1

‘Social services’ refer to activities of human services personnel in promoting the well-being of people, helping them become
more self-sufficient, enhancing independence, strengthening family relationships, and restoring individuals, families, groups and
communities to successful social functioning. Source: Barker, R.L. (2013). The Social Work Dictionary (5th edition), as quoted in
Mizrahi, T., & Davis, L. (Eds.). (2008). The Encyclopedia of Social Work.
2

CHAPTER 2

THE STATE OF
SINGAPORE’S SOCIAL
SERVICE SECTOR AND
CHALLENGES AHEAD

Photo credit: South Central Community Family Service Centre
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REGISTERED CHARITIES IN 2015

CLIENT GROUPS SERVED BY NCSS MEMBERS

51% Multi-Client
Groups

1,515 Arts & Heritage,
Community,
Religious &
Others

TOTAL

2,217

383 Social & Welfare
134

Health

121

Education

64

Sports

18% Adults & Families
TOTAL

464

ORGANISATIONS

Children & Youths
10% Persons with
9% Disability
2%

Persons with
Mental Health
Issues

10% Seniors
Source: Commissioner of Charities’
Annual Report 2016

Source: NCSS Membership

MANPOWER PROFILE

Social Workers 6%
Corporate
Professionals

TOTAL
WORKFORCE

8%

Counsellors

4%

Therapists

3%

EIPIC-related
Psychologists

3%
1%

13,000

26% Professionals, Managers &
Executives (PMEs)
45% Rank & File (RnF)
30% Associate Professionals &
Technicians (APT)

Social service sector manpower profile as at September 2015
Source: MSF-Manpower and Salary Survey 2015

SOCIAL SERVICE CHARITIES INCOME BY SOURCES (‘MILLIONS)
1,800
1,600
1,400

699.8

1,200

816.9

614.1

1,000

Donations

800
600
400
200

352.6

321.8

456.3

435.8

388

2012

2013

568.6

238.2
280.2

424.8

0
2011

2014

Others include income from programmes and services rendered by charities
Source: Commissioner of Charities Annual Report (2012–2015)

Government
Grants
Others
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The first organised social welfare plan
for Singapore was put forth in 19493 and
focused on providing basic welfare services,
such as food and shelter, in a post-war
Singapore. Displaying a strong gotongroyong (mutual help) spirit, the government,
community, volunteers and a few social
service organisations came together to
deliver services. Back then, social service
organisations were few and at a nascent
stage, and the services provided were to
meet basic needs.

13

Since then, the sector has undergone a
tremendous transformation. There are
currently 2,000 known social service
programmes run by more than 3004 social
and welfare charities. The sector employs
over 13,000 workers and has annual receipts
totalling $1.7 billion.
The legacy and growth of the sector has also
led to some of the challenges it currently
faces. In addition to global, economic and
technological trends as well as changes
to our population size and composition,
the sector has had to contend with
the following:

THE SECTOR
EMPLOYS OVER

13,000

WORKERS AND HAS ANNUAL
RECEIPTS TOTALLING

$1.7
BILLION

The Social Welfare Plan was a five-year plan to provide social assistance to the aged, widows and orphans, youths, the sick and
the temporarily unemployed. It was developed by the Social Welfare Department under the Ministry of Labour and Welfare.
3

4

Commissioner of Charities Annual Report For the Year Ended 31 December 2015.
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a. Changing Needs
Singapore’s landscape of needs is
changing as her population increases,
ages and becomes more diverse and
educated. Migration and globalisation too
have transformed the fabric of society.
As such, the social service sector has to
evolve to match the rising expectations
of the people.
The traditional welfare approach of
providing hand-outs for immediate relief
does not tackle issues and challenges at
their root cause. It is neither enough nor
sustainable to simply address a person’s
immediate condition. The sector has been

gradually shifting away from this approach
towards addressing the person as a whole,
co-developing solutions and equipping him
or her with skills to meet new challenges.
In addition, there is greater demand
now for an integrated and coordinated
person-centred approach. Better
coordination between sector stakeholders
will provide more effective and seamless
help, reducing information asymmetry.
To aid this transition, the sector needs
to harness advancements in technology
alongside nation-wide initiatives
to innovate.

GROWING POPULATION

MORE DIVERSE
POPULATION MIX

Singapore Population

4.0M
5.5M
>6M

2000

2015

2030E

Singaporeans & PRs as
% of Population

81%
71%
?%

2000

2015

2030E

Singaporeans & PRs

AGEING POPULATION
Senior Support Ratio
( residents aged 20-64 per residents aged ≥65)

9:1

Others

SMALLER HOUSEHOLDS
Singapore Average Household Size
( of people)

2000

5.7:1

2015

2030E

2.1:1

2000

2015

2030E

3.7 3.4 ?

Source: Department of Statistics Singapore and Population White Paper 2013
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RISING INTER-ETHNIC MARRIAGES
Inter-ethnic Marriages Registered under the Women’s Charter
(% of total marriages and absolute )

10%

?

15%

4,142

2,305
2005

2015

2030E

Source: Department of Statistics Singapore and Population White Paper 2013

TRENDS IN SINGAPORE’S HDI COMPONENT INDICES 1900–2015

1.2

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
1985

1990

HDI Value

1995

2000

Health Index

2005

2010

Income Index

2015

2020

Education Index

Source: United Nations Development Programme Human Development Report
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b. Sustainability of the Social
Service System
The current system was set up with the
philosophy of the ‘many helping hands’
approach. Developed in 1995, the tenet
was for social needs to be met “through
partnerships with concerned citizens,
corporations, community organisations,
religious groups and family members.”5

SINGAPORE CHARITIES

AUSTRALIA & UK CHARITIES

Total Annual Recipients from Government (%)

$

$

$

$

2010

$

$

$

2014

$

For any ecosystem to be sustainable,
there needs to be diversity and a
symbiotic relationship among its
members. With growing needs,
government support can be better
complemented with a diversity of efforts
by volunteers, families, communities
and businesses. People from different
backgrounds should come together and
draw on each other’s skills and expertise
to tackle problems, playing a larger role
in the social service ecosystem.

45%
$
48%
$

Total Annual Recipients from Government (%)

$

$

$

Australia, 2014

$

$

$

UK, 2014

41%
$
34%
$

$

Source: Commissioner of Charities Annual Reports; Australian Charities Report 2014;
National Council for Voluntary Organisations (NCVO) UK Charity Sector

VOLUNTEERISM RATES
% of population who had performed volunteer work for an organisation
(formal volunteering) at least once in the previous 12 months
50

42%
40

44%

37%
31%

30

25%
20

18%

17%

Singapore

Hong Kong

10

0
USA

Australia

Netherlands

UK

Canada

Source: NVPC Giving Survey; Australia Bureau of Statistics; US Bureau of Labor Statistics;
UK Institute for Volunteering Research; Statistics Canada; Giving in the Netherlands Report

Statement by Mr Abdullah Tarmugi, Acting Minister for Community Development at the 1995 World Summit for Social
Development in Copenhagen, Denmark.
5
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c. Social Service Organisations
Social service organisations are entrusted
to meet the needs of the vulnerable.
Key to achieving success in this sector
is therefore to have highly capable and
purposeful social service organisations. In
a 2016 NCSS survey6 of the sector, three
key challenges were identified by its
stakeholders. They were:
i.

Seeking Sustainable Ways of Funding
Social service organisations find it
challenging to seek sustainable ways
of funding their programmes and
operations. The reasons identified are
the inability to develop an effective
brand to promote their social mission,
lack of fundraising capabilities and
donors’ reluctance to fund operations.

ii. Optimising Human Capital
The sector’s workforce has been
growing and is now about 13,000

17

strong. Based on current service
demand, there is a need to grow the
workforce to 16,000 in two years’
time. The challenges facing social
service organisations are in attracting,
retaining and managing talent at all
levels within the organisations.
iii. Improving Organisational Capability
Like any organisation, social service
organisations experience different
organisational gaps at different stages
of growth. However, some generic
challenges raised by social service
organisations included:
•
•

•

A lack of collaboration among
stakeholders in the sector;
Challenges in succession planning
and attracting effective leaders
and board members;
Insufficient capability to plan
strategically and brand effectively.

GENEROSITY SCORE
#1

Myanmar

#2 Thailand
#3 Indonesia
#13 Australia
#18 Malaysia
#22 Hong Kong

#33 SINGAPORE
#76 USA

Source: World Happiness Report 2016

6

NCSS Sector Consultation Survey, 2016.
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DONATED MONEY
#1

Myanmar

#2 Thailand
#3 Malta
#7 Australia
#11 Hong Kong
#12 USA
#17 Malaysia

#18 SINGAPORE

Source: Charities Aid Foundation (CAF) World Giving Index 2015

ONE OF THE MOST INNOVATIVE COUNTRIES

#1

Switzerland

#2 Sweden
#3 UK
#4 USA

#6 SINGAPORE
#11 South Korea
#14 Hong Kong
#19 Australia
#35 Malaysia

Source: Global Innovation Index 2016
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ONE OF THE BEST PLACES TO BE A SOCIAL ENTREPRENEUR
#1

USA

#2 Canada
#3 UK

#4 SINGAPORE
#7 South Korea
#8 Hong Kong
#9 Malaysia
#26 Australia

Source: Thomson Reuters Foundation 2016

LOW AWARENESS AND
LOW JOB APPLICATION
VS. OTHER SOCIAL
SECTORS

THE SOCIAL SECTOR LAGS OTHERS
IN THE ADOPTION OF TECHNOLOGY

Healthcare

Education
Source: NCSS Sector Brand Project –
Project Beneficiary Survey 2016

Even as social service organisations grapple
with some of these challenges, they were
clear that serving the vulnerable was
their priority. This resonated with all the
stakeholders in the sector.

7

Based on Social Service Summit 2016.

Media

Tech

Telco

Retail

Auto

Airlines

Hotels

Education

Medicine

Healthcare

Consumer Products

Pharma

Utilities

Social Service

12%

Oil & Gas

14%

Mining

9%

Construction

JOB APPLICATION

Manufacturing

72%
SOCIAL SERVICE

59% 73%

Transport/Logistics

Insurance

AWARENESS

Banking

STAGE 3

STAGE 2

STAGE 1

% of respondents who are aware
and % who apply for jobs

Degree of Digital Disruption

Source: Bain Experience Centre

There was also a strong commitment among
stakeholders7 to collaborate and work
towards achieving a collective vision of
improving the well-being of the people.

CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

METHODOLOGY

The process used to develop the collective
vision and roadmap required several
iterations involving multiple conversations
with service users, social service
organisations, government, civic-minded

individuals, business and other sector
leaders over the course of one and a half
years. There were differing views and at
each stage these views were debated and
substantiated with evidence.

RESEARCH AND INTERVIEWS

SOCIAL SERVICE SUMMIT

CONSULTATION SURVEY

FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSIONS

STRATEGY WORKSHOPS

SERVICE USERS

Conducted in-depth interviews with
19 sector leaders to understand trends

More than 350 respondents from the
social service ecosystem gave their views
on challenge and opportunity areas for
the sector

More than 70 participants across the social
service ecosystem provided their inputs on
the draft vision for the sector and ideas on
how to achieve vision

21

Over 500 attendees from the social service
ecosystem discussed and identified what the
sector could do to achieve greater impact

Conducted discussions with close to
40 social service organisation leaders to
delve deeper into results of the NCSS Sector
Consultation Survey

• Conducted two workshops with 15 service
users to understand their key pain points
and aspirations for the sector
• Insights from service users also based on
other studies and plans

CHAPTER 4

COMMON VISION
AND ROADMAP

EVERY PERSON EMPOWERED
TO LIVE WITH DIGNITY IN A CARING
AND INCLUSIVE SOCIETY
VISION
KEY THRUSTS

Empowered individuals,
their families and
communities

Effective social purpose entities
that deliver quality, innovative
and sustainable solutions

Caring, collaborative
and impactful social
service ecosystem

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

?

Increased leadership
of individuals, their
families and
communities to
develop solutions

Improved
organisational
health of social
purpose entities

Issues owned
by individuals,
their families
and communities

More innovative
and sustainable
solutions scaled
to meet needs

Improved
service user
experience

?

Strengthened
People, Public
and Private sector
collaboration for
greater impact
More vulnerable
people accepted
by and included in
the People, Public
and Private sectors

BUSINESS PLAN

OUTCOMES
People are more
self-reliant

Increased number of
skilled and enterprising
professionals in the sector

Solutions and needs are
assessed to look at all aspects
of a service user’s life

People are able
to self-advocate

Increased capacity
and capability of social
purpose entities

Innovative solutions
developed

People are connected
and able to access
resources and knowledge

Needs are met
seamlessly

$

People are able
to decide on services

$

Money, time and
opportunities
are given more and
meaningfully by People,
Public and Private sectors

Increased participation
of vulnerable population
at workplace and community

INITIATIVES
Increase number of
preventive solutions

Adopt best service delivery
models, raise service
standards and improve
service user outcomes

Advocate and develop
Quality of Life,
Ecosystem and
Lifespan solutions

Empowerment and
personal development

Strengthen
organisational leadership
and people practices

Enhance capabilities and
interface for complex
case management

Create services and
engagement platforms

Enhance career
and professional
development pathways

Share and integrate
existing databases
and knowledge

Provide options
to service users

Implement measures
to optimise resources

Increase awareness
and educate general
public about social
issues

Mobilise
community assets

Build culture of innovation
and productivity, and
leverage on technology

Attract and engage
People, Public and
Private sectors to
provide opportunities,
funding and volunteers

Form partnerships and
platforms to encourage
social innovation

Strengthen collaboration
in the ecosystem

ECOSYSTEM

OF PEOPLE, PUBLIC AND PRIVATE STAKEHOLDERS

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES • FUNDERS • FAMILIES • INDIVIDUALS •
COMMUNITY • SOCIAL PURPOSE ENTITIES • EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

VALUE
PERSON-CENTRED AND HOLISTIC APPROACH TOWARDS NEEDS TO ADVANCE
THE QUALITY OF LIFE FOR INDIVIDUALS

ROADMAP FOR THE SOCIAL SERVICE SECTOR

Executive
Summary

Key Challenges

Setting the context

1 Changing Needs

The social service sector needs to remain
relevant and be prepared for future
challenges ahead so that it can make a
sustained and collective impact on the
lives of the vulnerable.
Therefore, the National Council of Social
Service (NCSS) brought together a
21-member Steering Committee and other
stakeholders in the ecosystem (member
organisations and service users,
government, community, business leaders
and civic-minded individuals) to identify
challenges, opportunities, and build a shared
vision and roadmap for the next five years.

BUSINESS PLAN

The key challenges identified by
stakeholders are:

• Rising expectations of the people
• A need to shift towards addressing
the person as a whole, co-developing
solutions and equipping him or her
with skills to meet new challenges
• Greater demand for an integrated and
coordinated person-centred approach
• A need to harness advancements
in technology

2 Sustaining the Social Service System

• With growing needs and limited
resources, there needs to be better
resource efficiency within organisations
and resources need to be more
diversified i.e. tapping on volunteers
and technology
• A need for people from diﬀerent
backgrounds to come together to
tackle problems
• Families, communities and businesses
need to be more involved in the lives of
the vulnerable

3 Developing highly capable
and purposeful social service
organisations

• Challenges in diversifying funding
streams for long term sustainability
• Challenges attracting, retaining
and managing talent at staﬀ,
management and board levels
within social service organisations
• Need for greater collaboration among
sector stakeholders
• Challenges in developing an eﬀective
brand to promote the social mission
to funders and the community

The roadmap charts the pathways
needed to achieve the vision. It maps
out the logical steps and pre-conditions
required. By doing so, individuals and
organisations will be able to identify
their roles in the change process and
find ways to contribute towards
achieving the vision. Ultimately,
you will be able to see how your
initiatives contribute to the
overall vision.

COMMON VISION
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VISION

EVERY PERSON EMPOWERED TO
LIVE WITH DIGNITY IN A CARING
AND INCLUSIVE SOCIETY
VISION

The vision – “Every person empowered to
live with dignity in a caring and inclusive
society” was deliberately phrased as an end
state. Every word in the vision is significant
as explained below.
Every Person
Every person, regardless of ability or
situation, should live with dignity and play
his or her part in building a caring and
inclusive society. The all-encompassing
term also takes into consideration that
anyone can at some stage in his or her life
become vulnerable, which underscores
the importance of preventive and
upstream measures.
Empowered
Empowerment refers to the “expansion
of assets and capabilities of people
in vulnerabilities such that they may
participate in, negotiate with, influence
and hold accountable institutions that
affect their lives.”8 An empowered person
understands his or her environment,
has the ability to access resources and
actively participates to achieve goals or
solve problems.

8

Dignity
Dignity refers to “an individual’s inherent
value and worth and is strongly linked to
respect, recognition, self-worth and the
possibility to make choices.”9 A person living
with dignity is able to exercise autonomy,
self-determination and is included in
community life.
Caring Society
A caring society is made of “a system
of social relations that recognises the
interdependence between human beings.”10
Individuals living in such a society make a
conscious and proactive commitment to
others, assuming responsibility for them by
providing concern, compassion and support
to ease hardship and distress.
Inclusive Society
An inclusive society embraces diversity
and is a society for all. It is equipped
with mechanisms that will allow one to
feel accepted, respected and involved in
meaningful ways. Individuals living in such
a society are able to access information,
infrastructure and facilities and have
opportunities to participate in activities that
shape their lives.11

Poverty Reduction Group, World Bank. (2002). A Framework for Empowerment: Summary.

World Health Organisation. (2015). World Mental Health Day 2015. For more information, please visit http://www.who.int/
mental_health/world-mental-health-day/2015_infosheet/en/.
9

10

Schildberg, C. (Ed.). (2014). A Caring and Sustainable Economy.

United Nations Department for Economic and Social Affairs. (2007). Final Report of the Expert Group Meeting on Creating an
Inclusive Society: Practical Strategies to Promote Social Integration.
11
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VALUE

A PERSON-CENTRED AND HOLISTIC
APPROACH TOWARDS NEEDS TO
ADVANCE THE QUALITY OF LIFE
FOR INDIVIDUALS
VALUE

The underlying value driving the key thrusts
towards the vision is: ‘A Person-centred and
holistic approach towards needs to advance
the Quality of Life for individuals’.
A person-centred approach12 operates on
the belief that an individual has the capacity
to understand, articulate and work through
his or her problems and make decisions on
how to overcome them. It also recognises
that the ecosystem plays an instrumental
role in supporting the person.
When this approach is applied, problems will
be addressed more effectively as meaningful
linkages between parts of a person’s life
which are seemingly unrelated are uncovered.

Understanding these linkages is an
important element to improving a person’s
overall quality of life. The World Health
Organization (WHO) defines Quality of Life
as “individuals’ perceptions of their position
in life in the context of the culture and value
systems in which they live and in relation
to their goals, expectations, standards
and concerns”.13 As an example of what
constitutes Quality of Life, the WHO Quality
of Life framework (Figure 2) details the
various aspects of life that contribute to the
overall well-being of a person. By applying
this framework, NCSS14 has uncovered how
vulnerable persons perceive their quality of
life and identified linkages and areas that
can contribute to improving their quality
of life.

The term ‘person-centred’ was first introduced by the psychologist Carl Rogers in the 1940s. Further information about the
person-centred approach can be found at http://adpca.org/content/history-0.
12

13

The World Health Organization Quality of Life (WHOQOL).

14

NCSS Quality of Life of Vulnerable Population (Adult) Study 2016.
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FIGURE 2: WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION QUALITY OF LIFE FRAMEWORK
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PSYCHOLOGICAL
Positive
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Thinking, learning, memory
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Negative
feelings

PERSONAL BELIEFS
Spirituality and personal beliefs
With this underlying value, the
roadmap was developed. For ‘every
person to be empowered to live
with dignity in a caring and inclusive
society’, stakeholders should
focus their efforts on these three
key thrusts.

They are:
• Empowered individuals, their families and
communities
• Effective social purpose entities that deliver
quality, innovative and sustainable solutions
• Caring, collaborative and impactful social
service ecosystem

The roadmap charts the pathways needed to achieve the vision.
It maps out the logical steps and pre-conditions required. By
doing so, individuals and organisations will be able to identify
their roles in the change process and find ways to contribute
towards achieving the vision. Ultimately, you will be able to see
how your initiatives contribute to the overall vision.

CHAPTER 5

KEY THRUSTS

Photo credit: South Central Community Family Service Centre
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KEY THRUST 1

Empowered Individuals,
Their Families and Communities
Empowerment means to
increase a person’s assets
and capabilities so that one
can participate in, negotiate
with, influence and hold
accountable institutions that
affect his or her life.
The client empowerment
model has been increasingly
adopted by the social and
health care sectors in many
countries15 as it leads to
better outcomes, sustainable
social change and reduced
costs. Research shows
that an increased level of
independence as a result
of empowerment leads to
an enhanced psychological
sense of well-being and
quality of life.16 Taking a
more active role in managing
one’s life may also mean
less pressure on external
resources and interventions.
Empowerment can take
place at both the individual
and collective levels,17 as
they are often mutually

Community Kitchen brings people together through food and where
residents showcase their cooking skills.

reinforcing. A person’s
capacity will influence
the effectiveness of
collective action. At the
same time, the groups
surrounding him or her can
provide the environment
necessary for his or her

empowerment.18 Hence, the
process of empowerment
involves all parties in an
individual’s ecosystem.
The journey towards
empowerment is represented
on the next page.

It has been successfully applied, predominantly, in the medical, disability, women, youth and poverty sectors in the Western
world and in countries such as Bangladesh, Hong Kong, Morocco, India and many other African and Asian countries. Cultural and
process adaptation may be necessary.
15

Brody et al. (2015). Economic Self-Help Group Programmes for Improving Women’s Empowerment: A Systematic Review;
Maton, K. I. (2008). Empowering Community Settings: Agents of Individual Development, Community Betterment, and Positive
Social Change.
16

According to Maton (2008) and Reininger et al. (2006), community empowerment refers to group-based involvement,
participation and community ownership where vulnerable individuals and groups play an active and major role in controlling their
lives and environments to bring about positive change.
17

18

Nall, M. A. (2005). Strengthening Families and Securing Communities.
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BUSINESS PLAN

KEY THRUST 1
EMPOWERED INDIVIDUALS,
THEIR FAMILIES AND COMMUNITIES

STRATEGIC
DIRECTIONS
Increased leadership of
individuals, their families
and communities to
develop solutions

?

Issues owned by
individuals, their families
and communities

OUTCOMES

People are more
self-reliant

People are able to
decide on services

People are able to
self-advocate

Increased participation of
vulnerable population at
workplace and community

People are connected and
able to access resources
and knowledge
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STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS
1.1 Increased leadership of individuals, their families and communities to develop solutions
1.2 Issues owned by individuals, their families and communities
Attributes commonly linked with
empowerment are strength, choice, ability
to make decisions, control, dignity and
independence.19 An empowered individual,
family and community equipped with these
attributes will be better able to play an active
role in achieving and enhancing well- being.

Problem-solving, assuming self-responsibility
and managing issues are integrated into dayto-day life instead of depending on external
sources.20 With ownership, willingness and
capability to shape their own course, the
empowered are able to lead and take charge
of their own lives.

SOUTH CENTRAL COMMUNITY (SCC) FAMILY SERVICE CENTRE
SCC believes in community self-help. They build a community of people who are
resources to each other, receiving help when in need and giving back when others are
in need. Their initiatives serve to activate a “neighbours help neighbours” spirit that
enable low income communities out of poverty.

A COMMON SPACE
An accessible and
common space specially
designed with wide open
spaces and glass panels
to facilitate interaction.

OUR COMMUNITY GARDEN
Promoting community
engagement and
ownership, the garden is
created and maintained by
resident gardeners.

THE COMMUNITY
KITCHEN
A platform for gatherings
and celebrations where
residents can showcase
their cooking skills.

GIVE & TAKE BOARD

THE GOODWILL
XCHANGE
Food, clothes, books and
other items are donated
by those who can share to
help others in need.

19

THE OFFERS AND
REQUEST BOARD
Known as the “Give and Take
Board”, items to be donated
and requested are put up.
Some items can help to fulfil
dreams and aspirations.

THE LEARNING KAMPUNG
Co-creating a learning
community with parents
and residents, the Learning
Kampung provides a relaxing
café environment for children
to do their homework under
the guidance of youth
mentors, alongside adult
learners who are there for
origami, conversational
English or other learning
initiatives by the community
for the community.

World Bank. (2002). A Framework for Empowerment: Summary.

Chatzimarkakis, J. (2010). Why Patients Should be More Empowered: A European Perspective on Lessons Learned in the
Management of Diabetes.
20
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To increase capability
and ownership of issues,
there are some interim
outcomes which can
open opportunities and
facilitate the process
to empowerment:

OUTCOMES
People are more self-reliant
Self-reliance means taking
responsibility for one’s life
and being independent.
When people feel responsible
for themselves, they are
inclined to proactively solve
their own problems. At a
community level, they look
out for each other.
People are able to
self- advocate
Self-advocacy refers to
“…one form of advocacy,
occurring any time people
speak or act on their
own behalf to improve
their quality of life, effect
personal change, or correct
inequalities.”21 People who
can self-advocate are
better able to participate in
developing solutions, make
decisions and negotiate

21

for their own well-being. At
a community level, needs
can be aggregated and
communicated to bring
about systemic changes.22
People are connected and
able to access resources
and knowledge
To make decisions, a person
must have access to choices,
knowledge and resources.
For this to happen, a person
must be connected and able
to access information easily.
At the community, it means
harnessing its existing
strengths, assets and
resources to find solutions.
People are able to decide
on services
When people are able
to use the information
presented to act on their
own choice, there is a higher
level of satisfaction and
commitment to take charge
of the process.

ability to participate in
society. With opportunities
to communicate and interact
with others, and knowing
that their participation
makes a difference, people
will feel more motivated to
be a part of processes that
shape their lives.

INITIATIVES

The following table
describes ideas and
existing solutions that may
contribute to achieving
these outcomes. They are
neither exhaustive nor
meant to be prescriptive,
and serve to highlight
existing programmes as
well as spark new ideas
for stakeholders in the
ecosystem to collaborate
and work on for collective
impact. For more ideas,
please refer to the Playbook
in the Appendix.

Increased participation of
vulnerable populations at
workplace and community
The key to being empowered
and independent is the

Cunconan-Lahr, R., & Brotherson, M. J. (1996). Advocacy in Disability Policy: Parents and Consumers as Advocates.

Reininger, B., Martin, D. W., Ross, M., Sinicrope, P. S., & Dinh-Zarr, T. (2006). Advancing the Theory and Measurement of
Collective Empowerment: A Qualitative Study.
22
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INITIATIVE

DESCRIPTION
Preventive solutions
look at identifying
and counteracting
risk factors, and
reinforcing protective
factors before a
problem arises.

Increase
number of
preventive
solutions

Empowerment
and personal
development

EXISTING SOLUTIONS
•

•
•

They are effective at
getting to the core of
the problem.

Enhanced STEP-UP, an initiative to
support schools to prevent students
from dropping out
WAGS by WINGS to promote holistic
active aging for women
Bettr Barista Coffee provides
training and resilience coaching to
disadvantaged youths and women

Preventive solutions
can be targeted
towards the general
population or to
those who have a
potential to be at-risk
or those who are at
high-risk.

IDEAS

Empowerment
programmes aim to
develop service users’
ability to articulate
their own needs,
create solutions for
themselves as well
as make important
decisions. Choice
and control are
key outcomes.

EXISTING SOLUTIONS

Personal
development
programmes
involve building
resilience skills,
nurturing talents and
developing service
users’ personal
potential.

IDEAS

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Use creative and social media to
encourage expression and pursue
a passion to own issues and make
a difference
Grow social consciousness
Social marketing interventions

Building Dreams – Economic
Empowerment Programmes for Lower
Income Women by AWARE and
Daughters of Tomorrow

Using the arts to develop talents,
ability to express and self-confidence
Co-develop self-advocacy training
content with participants
Expand existing scope of training
courses to include self-advocacy skills

31
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INITIATIVE

Create
services and
engagement
platforms
and

Provide
options to
service users

Mobilise
community
assets

DESCRIPTION
Service and
engagement
platforms refer to
online and offline
platforms that
allow people to
locate and/or know
about services and
to receive service
users’ feedback.
Communication
should cater to
different needs, the
target audience
cultural background
and language
proficiency.

EXISTING SOLUTIONS
•

•
•

Online platform housing information
on service options and schemes
such as Singapore Silver Pages,
NCSS Services Dashboard and the
SG Enable website
Carer SG Facebook Page is an online
community for caregivers
Pioneer Generation Ambassadors

IDEAS
•
•
•

Ground-up engagement platforms
Matching needs to service
Listening to and giving service users
options to select services

Options should be
given to service users
for them to decide
on services that
would benefit them.

Asset-based
community
development
focuses on building
communities
and mobilising
resources in
the community.

EXISTING SOLUTIONS

Community assets
comprising gifts of
individuals, local
institutions, schools,
businesses and
other physical and
economic assets
are organised and
utilised effectively.

IDEAS

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

Youth United Programme by
Beyond Social Services
COMNET by AMKFSC
WeCare@Marine Parade
South Central Community Family
Service Centre (FSC)

Community models that actively tap
on members and/or volunteers as
resources to help others
Building strong community
partnerships to widen outreach
and impact
Replicating models that are successful
in deploying community assets
Provide relevant training to enhance
volunteering outcome and impact
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KEY THRUST 2

Effective Social Purpose Entities
That Deliver Quality, Innovative
And Sustainable Solutions
A social purpose entity
is any organisation or
groups of individuals set
up “to change society for
the better” and deliver
services to improve the
well-being of individuals
and communities.23
Social service organisations,
also known as charities
or Voluntary Welfare
Organisations (VWOs), are
the most common type
of social purpose entity.
They are and have been
the primary vehicles which
deliver social services.
Increasingly, there are new
types of social purpose
entities such as the social
enterprises which are set
up with a social mission but
may be profit driven.
An effective social purpose
entity is one which delivers
quality, innovative and
sustainable solutions. The
measurement of quality24
can be through the process,
the manner in which the
service is delivered, or
outcomes which show

By understanding the youths’ needs, Trybe uses creative solutions such
as play (seen above) in their development programmes for their youths.

the impact of the service.
A high quality solution will
thus be expected to have
positive experiences and
outcomes that significantly
improve their service users’
quality of life.

new to the user, context
or application. They also
have to be more effective
and efficient than existing
solutions, and in ways that
can work over a sustained
period of time.25

Effective social purpose
entities also strive to “do
more with less” by way
of innovative processes
or outcomes which are

The journey to building
effective social purpose
entities is represented on
the next page.

Cheng, W., & Mohamed, S. (2015). Doing Good in Singapore; PricewaterhouseCoopers. (2016). Australia’s Social Purpose Market:
Understanding Funding Flows and Exploring Implications.
23

24

Malley, J., & Fernández, J-L. (2010). Measuring Quality in Social Care Services: Theory and Practice.

25

Phills, J. A., Deiglmeier, K., & Miller, D. T. (2008). Rediscovering Social Innovation.
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KEY THRUST 2
EFFECTIVE SOCIAL PURPOSE ENTITIES THAT DELIVER
QUALITY, INNOVATIVE AND SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS

STRATEGIC
DIRECTIONS
Improved organisational
health of social purpose
entities

?

More innovative and
sustainable solutions
scaled to meet needs

Improved service
user experience
Strengthened People,
Public and Private
sector collaboration
for greater impact

OUTCOMES

Solutions and needs are
assessed to look at all aspects
of a service user’s life

Innovative solutions
developed

Increased number of
skilled and enterprising
professionals in the sector

Increased capacity
and capability of
social purpose entities

STRATEGIC
DIRECTIONS
2.1 Improved organisational
health of social
purpose entities

Healthy organisations are
more effective in meeting
their service users’ needs.
Good health26 indicates
an aligned organisation
where employees are clear

about their company’s
direction and strategies.
They have the resources,
good governance structures,
capabilities, leadership as
well as the motivation to

McKinsey assesses organisational health in non-profit organisations across 10 domains. They are aspirations, strategy,
leadership, staff and volunteers, funding, values, learning and innovation, marketing and communication, advocacy, managing
processes and organisation, infrastructure and technology. Further information about the organisational health domains can be
found at http://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/how-we-help-clients/organizational-health-index.
26
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put plans into action and
innovate for the better.

that is aligned to intent to
maximise its value potential.

2.2 More innovative and
sustainable solutions
scaled to meet needs

2.3 Improved service
user experience

2.4 Strengthened
collaboration between
People, Public and
Private sectors for
greater impact

Services should be personcentred. The quality of the
experience is determined by
the structure (i.e. physical
settings and availability
of tools and resources),
processes (i.e. a positive
care worker-service user
relationship, including care
behaviours that offer choice,
respect and dignity for their
service users), and outcomes
(i.e. impact from services
received that would improve
their quality of life).

Cross-sector collaboration
brings about more
resources and ideas that
will generate new and
better solutions to social
problems. The emphasis
here is on advancing
collaboration towards
stronger partnerships,
such that there is a more
systematic approach leading
to common agendas, shared
outcomes and mutually
reinforcing actions among
all parties.28

Solutions have to be
grown to make an impact
to the social problem on
a larger scale. An idea
turns sustainable when it
becomes everyday practice.
Scaling happens when
the innovative solution
is applied to a wider
context.27 Once a model
is robust, organisations
have to commit to a
process of refinement and
consistent implementation

A PEOPLE, PUBLIC, PRIVATE SECTOR COLLABORATION: THE HOUR
GLASS KITCHEN PROGRAMME AT THE PACIFIC ACTIVITY CENTRE
(YISHUN GREENWALK)
The kitchen programme is a social platform for seniors to get together with other
seniors to find common interests and build support networks.
The seniors can use the two kitchenettes at the centre – one halal and one non-halal –
to cook together and have their meals in small groups. There is a range of modules for
them to attend to get to know one another.
The 3-P partners played their roles in synergy, towards the common goal of reducing
the risk of social isolation in seniors and improving their quality of life:

PEOPLE

•
•

•
•

Seniors shared their aspirations and what
they hoped to achieve from the programme.
Twenty Volunteers from Hua Mei Training
Academy surveyed the community to identify
seniors who are less socially connected.
The Staff from the activity centre also
reached out to seniors for participation.
Student interns from universities provided
suggestions and support.

27

Simon et al. (2015). Doing Social Innovation: A Guide for Practitioners.

28

Kania, J., & Kramer, M. (2011). Collective Impact.
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PUBLIC
•

•

NCSS conceptualised the model and
built a strategic partnership with The
Hour Glass Limited.
The Government, through the Care &
Share Movement, provided a matching
grant of $2 million.

To develop effective
social purpose entities,
there are some interim
outcomes which can open
opportunities and facilitate
the process:

OUTCOMES
Solutions and needs
are assessed to look at
all aspects of a service
user’s life
The assessment of needs
should be holistic and take
into account all aspects
that will advance a person’s
quality of life for more
effective solutions and
seamless experiences.

PRIVATE
•

The Hour Glass Limited donated
$2 million to support the cause and
will work with NCSS to scale the
programme over next two years.

Increased number of
skilled and enterprising
professionals in the sector
To optimise service user
outcomes, there should be
more sector professionals
equipped with the technical
know-how to carry out
interventions, knowledge
to care in a person-centred
manner and an enterprising
mindset to continuously
innovate, adapt and learn.29
Innovative solutions
developed
Innovative solutions can be
in the form of processes,
the way things are done, or
a product, the actual good
created. Before innovative
solutions are scaled, they

need to undergo the
process of development
and prototyping, where
ideas get tested in practice
and fine-tuned from the
feedback received.
Increased capacity and
capability of social
purpose entities
The capacity and capability
of social purpose entities
have to be built for a
continuous production
of quality, innovative and
sustainable solutions. This
means having a strong
purpose and set of strategies,
adequate structure and
resources to get there and
an overall learning and
innovative culture.30

Tishler, C. (2001). Enterprising Nonprofits: A Toolkit for Social Entrepreneurs – Why Running a Nonprofit is the Hardest Job
in Business.
29

PricewaterhouseCoopers Canada Foundation. (2011). Capacity Building – Investing in Not-for-Profit Effectiveness; McKinsey &
Company. (n.d.). Elements of the Organisational Capacity Assessment Tool.
30
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INDUSTRY MANPOWER PLAN (IMP) FOR THE SOCIAL SERVICE SECTOR
The IMP is a five-year plan (2017 to 2021) developed by the Ministry of Social and
Family Development (MSF) and NCSS to address organisational and manpower
challenges in the sector. The plan was developed in consultation with social service
organisations and union representatives. Together with partners in the ecosystem,
efforts will focus on three areas:

PLACE GREATER FOCUS
ON SERVICE STANDARDS
AND OUTCOMES

DO MORE TO OPTIMISE
USE OF RESOURCES

IMPROVE PEOPLE
MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT

These IMP thrusts are aligned with the broader social service sector strategic thrusts
and will guide the action plans for MSF and NCSS in the next five years. The action plans
are embedded within the next section on ‘Initiatives’, indicated by the IMP superscript.

INITIATIVES

The table below describes
ideas and existing solutions
that may contribute to
achieving these outcomes.
They are neither exhaustive

nor meant to be prescriptive,
and serve to highlight existing
programmes as well as spark
new ideas for stakeholders in
the ecosystem to collaborate

INITIATIVE

Adopt best
service
delivery
models,
raise service
standards
and improve
service user
outcomes

and work on for collective
impact. For more details,
please refer to the Playbook
in the Appendix.

DESCRIPTION
Service models
are components
(e.g. manpower,
processes, etc.)
required to carry
out interventions
to improve service
user outcomes.
They have to keep
pace with shifts in
service user needs
and professional
standards.

EXISTING SOLUTIONS
•

•
•

Regularly review service models
to keep pace with best practices,
changing needs and developments in
professional fieldsIMP
Improve reliability of
performance measuresIMP
Support organisations on their journey
towards raising quality and standards

IDEAS
•
•
•

Benchmarking certification
Registry of evidence-based practices
Develop alternative funding models
such as voucher systems and
incentivising collaborations
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INITIATIVE

DESCRIPTION
Leadership and
the way people
are managed are
key components
to organisational
health.
It includes
strengthening areas
such as leadership
capability, volunteer
management, board
governance and
Human Resource
(HR) management.

Strengthen
organisational
leadership
and people
practices

EXISTING SOLUTIONS
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

People Practice Consultancy run
by NCSS to help social service
organisations improve HR practicesIMP
The Sun Ray Scheme administered
by NCSS, to nurture cross-sector
capabilities in leaders and bolster
the leadership bench strength in
the sectorIMP
Strengthening board governance
through initiatives such as Board
Volunteers Initiative run by NCSS and
Board Match by Centre for Non-Profit
Leadership (CNPL)IMP
Leadership Milestone Programme run
by NCSS to prepare leaders at different
levels in the sector for the different
stages of their careerIMP
Sector branding initiatives to raise the
profile of careers in the sector and
build a common identityIMP
Tools by NCSS to better assess
suitability of job applicants to attract
and retain talentsIMP
Measures to leverage on volunteers
such as volunteer management toolkit
by NCSSIMP

IDEAS
•
•

Build in follow-up activities for training
programmes for a more lasting impact
Inter-department exchange
programmes to develop crossfunctional skills
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INITIATIVE

DESCRIPTION
Professionals in
the sector need
to be equipped to
chart their career
development.

Enhance
career and
professional
development
pathways

39

With the
identification of
key competencies
required, there
should be adequate
training and
development
programmes
available.

EXISTING SOLUTIONS
•

•

•

Competency maps such as the National
Social Work Competency Framework
(NSWCF) jointly developed by NCSS,
MSF and Ministry of Health (MOH)
Skills Framework for the social
service sector being developed by
MSF in partnership with SkillsFuture
Singapore and NCSS, to articulate
career and professional development
pathways for workers in our sectorIMP
Training and development programmes
using learning technologies and
applications by NCSS

IDEAS
•

Implement
measures
to optimise
resources

Build culture of
innovation and
productivity,
and leverage
on technology

Investing in educational capacity
at an advanced level, e.g. voluntary
sector management

To optimise
resources,
organisations need
to be aware of
existing services
and areas of need,
and also how best
to use available
resources.

EXISTING SOLUTIONS

Provide resources,
space and practices
to cultivate an
enterprising spirit.

EXISTING SOLUTIONS

It is important
to ensure that
productivity
measures and
innovations are not
one-offs.

•

Share service landscapes and other
relevant sector-wide information with
organisations to avoid duplicationIMP

IDEAS
•

•

•

Use an integrated system to
manage resources

VWOs-Charities Capability Fund
(VCF) administered by NCSS, which
supports innovation and productivity
through the VCF Innovation and
Productivity Grant
Bite-size Projects by NCSS to lower
barriers for social service organisations
to introduce productivity and
innovative solutionsIMP
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INITIATIVE

DESCRIPTION
This includes
the adoption of
technology as
it is an enabler
to productivity
and innovation.

•

•

•

Concept funds such as Create4Good
Challenge initiative by Singapore
Management University (SMU) and
Singapore University of Technology
and Design to promote development of
ideas and prototypes
Dedicated centres to promote
innovative responses to social
needs such as Lien Centre for Social
Innovation (LCSI)
Incubation programmes by Institute of
Innovation and Entrepreneurship (SMU)
and Social Combinator by MINDS

IDEAS
•

•

•

Form
partnerships
and platforms
to encourage
social
innovation

A specialised lab offering space,
networking, advice and start-up
support for social entrepreneurs
Extend support beyond seed funding
at nascent stage to launch of ideas
and scaling
Showcase agencies with innovative
approaches to encourage service
providers to continue testing out
new approaches

Partnerships will
bring about more
resources and ideas.

EXISTING SOLUTIONS

Support towards
implementation
of productivity
and innovative
ideas should be
provided in the
form of facilitating
collaborations.

•

•

Create platforms to spur meaningful
collaborations, such as Social
Innovation Park Ltd
Organise competitions to develop
innovative concepts such as the
Singapore Social Innovation Relay
Competition by charity, Junior
Achievement (JA), to promote
entrepreneurship and innovation in
the young

IDEAS
•
•

Increase awareness by showcasing
successful social innovations
Building a “sharing community” to
promote a culture of sharing

KEY THRUSTS
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Caring, Collaborative and Impactful
Social Service Ecosystem
An ecosystem refers to the
broader context in which
an entity operates. It is
made up of all the relevant
players in that space and the
environmental conditions
that affect, or have the
potential to influence, the
entity’s impact on others.31
In the social service
ecosystem, people are seen
as part of a larger system of
individuals and organisations
functioning with a social
purpose. These players
belong to the People,
Public and Private sectors
and their actions have
consequences for the entire
system. The well-being of
the system is also affected
by environmental conditions
such as demographics,
regulations, the economy
and culture.32
People with the ecosystem
perspective see everyone as
interconnected. They believe
in the importance of taking
care of each other and
that being compassionate
and supportive contributes

Learning Kampung provides a relaxing café environment where
adult residents learn alongside the children.

to the good of everyone,
including the self.33

support to ease hardship
and distress.36

This way of thinking has
implications on behaviour,
as it brings about an
awareness of others’
needs, and generates more
collaborative, trusting and
effective relationships.34
The culture of care is also
perpetuated, with people
recognising not just the
interdependence between
human beings but also their
vulnerabilities.35 They reach
out to others and provide
concern, compassion and

Impact is therefore achieved
when interacting players
work together to create
positive, meaningful and
sustainable system change
that can improve the wellbeing of individuals, families
and the community.37

31

Bloom, P. N., & Dees, J. G. (2008). Cultivate Your Ecosystem.

32

Ibid.

The journey towards a
caring, collaborative and
impactful social service
ecosystem is represented on
the next page.

33

Crocker, J., & Hughes, S. (2009). Ecosystem Perspective and Barack Obama’s Campaign for the Presidency.

34

Ibid.

35

Schildberg, C. (Ed.). (2014). A Caring and Sustainable Economy.

36

Cheung, C. K. (2013). Morale in Relation to Caring and Social Exclusion in Society.

37

Centre for Social Impact. (n.d.). About Social Impact.
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KEY THRUST 3
CARING, COLLABORATIVE AND IMPACTFUL
SOCIAL SERVICE ECOSYSTEM

STRATEGIC
DIRECTIONS

?

More vulnerable people
accepted by and included
in the People, Public and
Private sectors

Improved service
user experience
Strengthened People,
Public and Private
sector collaboration
for greater impact

OUTCOMES

Solutions and needs are
assessed to look at all
aspects of service user’s life
$

$

Innovative solutions
developed

Needs are met seamlessly

$

$

Money, time and opportunities
are given more and
meaningfully by People,
Public and Private sectors

KEY THRUSTS

STRATEGIC
DIRECTIONS
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3.1 Improved service user
experience (also in 2.3)

3.2 Strengthened
collaboration between
People, Public and
Private sectors for greater
impact (also in 2.4)

3.3 More vulnerable
people accepted by
and included in the
People, Public and
Private sectors

Service users are a key
player in the social service
ecosystem thus it is
important that they have
a positive care experience.
The level of quality is
dependent on the ability
of the ecosystem players
in providing the adequate
structure, processes and
outcomes of care.38

Cross-sector collaboration
brings about more and
diverse resources, ideas and
approaches to social issues.
With stronger partnerships,
shared agendas and
outcomes as well as greater
synergy, there is potential
for systemic changes
that are impactful and
long lasting.

Being included means to
be noticed, considered
and have access to social
interactions and resources
in order to participate in
society.39 Vulnerabilities and
differences are accepted and
respected and there is value
in diversity.

MINDSET LIMITED
MINDSET Care Limited (“MINDSET”) is the Jardine Matheson Group’s philanthropic
initiative and registered charity designed to make a difference in the area of mental
health. MINDSET was established in Singapore on 13 May 2011 as a company limited by
guarantee with its governing instruments being its Constitution. Its contributions to
Singapore’s mental health sector are focused on the following areas:
EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATIONS
To raise awareness and reduce the
stigma associated with mental health
issued through events, campaigns and
communication collaterals. Regular
Mini-MINDSET Days are organised with
mental health partners such as Singapore
Association for Mental Health for Jardine
employees and mental health clients to
engage in interactive activities together.
The inaugural Jardines MINDSET Carnival
2016 was held in conjunction with the
annual MINDSET Challenge to celebrate
MINDSET’s fifth anniversary in Singapore.
It brought together 1,700 attendees
including 400 clients from various mental
health organisations.

38

BACK TO THE WORKFORCE
To promote social and community
acceptance through reintegration and
to source for relevant job openings and
work training opportunities within the
Jardine Matheson Group. Clients from
mental health partners like Silver Ribbon
Singapore are provided short-term job
placements of between three to nine
months within the Jardine Matheson
Group companies including Cold Storage,
Giant, Guardian Health & Beauty, Jardine
Cycle & Carriage, Jardine Engineering,
Mandarin Oriental, Singapore, Schindler
Lifts and 7-Eleven to build their
work experience.

For what defines quality of experience, please refer to Strategic Direction 2.3.

United Nations Department for Economic and Social Affairs. (2007). Final Report of the Expert Group Meeting on Creating an
Inclusive Society: Practical Strategies to Promote Social Integration.
39
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SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
To assist mental health clients in
generating a source of income through
profit-generating business activities.
From providing avenues for retail of
handcraft products to having clients on
vocational training at MINDSET’s PopUp Store, MINDSET has collaborated
with partners like Club HEAL to increase
opportunities for clients to earn income
and at the same time, learn to interact
with members of the public.

FUN DAYS
Fun Days are outings and activities
organised by Jardine Ambassadors for
clients of mental health organisations.
Aside from giving the clients’ caregivers
a break, Fun Days also aim to enhance
the emotional well-being of the clients
by giving them the opportunity
to interact with the public and for
Jardine Ambassadors to gain a better
understanding of the different needs of
the clients.

FUNDRAISING
To raise funds through community and
corporate engagement and partnership.
The annual MINDSET Challenge raises
funds for selected charities aligned to
and identified by MINDSET to further
enhance the mental health of Singapore.

FUND ALLOCATION
To allocate contributions from Jardine
Matheson Group companies, alongside
other funds raised by MINDSET activities,
by evaluating income sponsorship or
donation requests from Voluntary Welfare
Organisations in Singapore that provide
services to enhance the mental health of
the community. MINDSET Learning Hub,
the flagship project of MINDSET, was
launched in October 2016, in collaboration
with the Singapore Association for Mental
Health. It is supported by a S$2 million
pledge from the Jardine Matheson Group
over a five-year period.

To create a caring,
collaborative and impactful
social service ecosystem, there
are some interim outcomes to
facilitate the process:

experiences. Meeting the
range of needs will require
harnessing the capacity and
resources of the different
ecosystem players.

OUTCOMES

Innovative solutions
developed (also in Key
Thrust 2)
Innovation solutions can
be either a process or a
product. The emphasis
here is on processes and
practices that are new and
widely applied such that
new behaviour patterns

Solutions and needs are
assessed to look at all
aspects of a service user’s
life (also in Key Thrust 2)
A holistic assessment of
service user needs will
allow for more effective
solutions and positive
40

Bloom, P. N., & Dees, J. G. (2008). Cultivate Your Ecosystem.

41

Schoen, J. (2003). Making Seamless Care Work for You.

42

Betzold, J. (1999). “Seamless” Comes Before “Integration”: Part 1.

are formed,40 creating
systemic change.
Needs are met seamlessly
When needs are met
seamlessly, it means that
the service user is able to
receive continuity of care
from the system.41 Moving
from one service to another
is a coordinated process
as there is information
transfer, trust and a
shared appreciation of
the whole care system
amongst practitioners.42

KEY THRUSTS

Money, time and
opportunities are given
more and meaningfully
by People, Public and
Private sectors
Vulnerable people often
lack the social and financial
resources to fully participate
in society. People in the
ecosystem can promote
their participation by
giving the necessary

resources, such as through
donations, volunteerism,
job opportunities and
other acts that will open
up opportunities for them
to meaningfully be a part
of society.

INITIATIVES

The table below describes
ideas and existing solutions
that may contribute to

INITIATIVE

Advocate
and develop
Quality
of Life,
Ecosystem
and Lifespan
solutions

Enhance
capabilities
and interface
for complex
case
management

achieving these outcomes.
They are neither exhaustive
nor meant to be prescriptive,
and serve to highlight
existing programmes as
well as spark new ideas
for stakeholders in the
ecosystem to collaborate
and work for collective
impact. For more details,
please refer to the Playbook
in the Appendix.

DESCRIPTION
Quality of Life,
Ecosystem and
Lifespan approaches
allow a holistic
assessment of
service users’ needs.
Service planners
and developers
should use this
perspective to
identify how
individuals perceive
their needs,
and to compare
against other
potential factors in
designing policies.

Service users
with multiple
stressors require
the expertise of
different agencies
to meet their
various needs.

EXISTING SOLUTIONS
•

•

Study by NCSS on vulnerable
populations using WHO’s Quality of
Life framework
Ecosystem and lifespan perspectives
as part of the social work curriculum

IDEAS
•

Promote and adopt similar
holistic measures for meaningful
data comparison

EXISTING SOLUTIONS
•

45

Guidelines by MSF to support social
work practice and case work such
as the Social Work Code of Ethics,
Code of Social Work Practice for
Family Service Centres (FSCs), FSC
Management of Child Protection
cases and Guidelines for Coordinated
Case Management
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INITIATIVE

Share and
integrate
existing
databases and
knowledge

DESCRIPTION
Caseworkers
working with
these profiles
have to integrate
knowledge, data
and skills to provide
coordinated
care and broker
services from
different providers.

•

Platforms can be
created to facilitate
the coordination
process.

•

To enable
development of
evidence-informed
interventions
and evaluation
of programmes,
practitioners
need to share
information,
research findings,
data and
knowledge.

EXISTING SOLUTIONS

In addition,
integration of data
from different
sources will
help to promote
seamless care.

Networks organised by government
agencies and social service
organisations for ground workers
and other sector partners to form
relationships and exchange knowledge

IDEAS
•

•

•

•

Additional training and educational
programmes for complex
case management
Incentivise cross-agency and sector
collaboration for complex cases
Create community-level platforms
to bring together professionals in
different practice settings, to identify
needs and a common philosophy
of care

Social Service Net (SSNet) which is an
integrated case management system
to facilitate information flow between
service providers
Youth information system to allow data
sharing across Ministries on youths
who are in need of help

IDEAS
•

•

Enhance training efforts on data
management to complement
information transfer through
integrated systems
Depository of evidence-informed
practices, local research and tools
for evaluation

KEY THRUSTS

INITIATIVE

DESCRIPTION
To accept and
include people
with vulnerabilities,
people first need
to be aware of
and understand
the issues that
vulnerable groups
are facing.

Increase
awareness
and educate
general
public about
social issues

This can be
done through
public education
campaigns,
publications and
any platform to
raise awareness.

EXISTING SOLUTIONS
•

•

•

•

Efforts to attract
and engage
potential givers to
ease the process of
contributing time,
talent and money,
and promote the
spirit of giving. This
includes providing
employment and
participation
opportunities.

Nation-wide campaigns such as Purple
Parade, Speak Up, See the True Me
and International Day of Older Persons
organised by sector partners to raise
awareness in disability, mental health
issues and ageing
Community-level public education
campaigns such as the SPD Open
House, which raises awareness on
disability at the neighbourhood level
Training programmes by SG Enable
for employers looking to hire persons
with disabilities

IDEAS
•

Attract and
engage People,
Public and
Private sectors
to provide
opportunities,
funding and
volunteers

47

Enhance engagement efforts at a
community level by working closer with
local residents, grassroots and students
who can be active agents of change
Plan follow-up activities following
campaigns for a more sustainable impact

EXISTING SOLUTIONS
•

•

•

•

•

One-stop platforms to give such as
Giving.sg by National Volunteer and
Philanthropy Centre (NVPC) which
makes it easier for individuals and
corporations to donate, volunteer
or pledge
Redesigning jobs and workplace
accommodations and policies to hire
vulnerable people
Dollar-to-dollar matching in donations
such as SHARE as One by Community
Chest, NCSS
Platforms to promote volunteerism
such as Youth Corps by National
Youth Council (NYC) and RSVP: The
Organisation of Senior Volunteers
Open Door Programme, administered
by SG Enable, to provide grants to
employers of persons with disabilities
to promote inclusive employment

48
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INITIATIVE

DESCRIPTION
IDEAS
•

•

To achieve collective
impact, there needs
to be initiatives
to promote
collaboration
among ecosystem
players.

Strengthen
collaboration
in the
ecosystem

Invest in volunteer management to
improve volunteer experience so as to
attract more to give their time
Expand the definition of meaningful
giving to include channelling resources
to support infrastructures that enable
change or experimental projects
that allow creative solutions to
be developed

EXISTING SOLUTIONS
•

•

Networking sessions such as NVPC’s
Company of Good to encourage
companies to give strategically,
sustainably and with impact
Platforms to facilitate partnerships for
collective impact such as CoLABS by
NVPC and the Community Foundation
of Singapore (CFS) as well as the
Deal Share Platform by Asian Venture
Philanthropy Network (AVPN) to
promote partnerships between AVPN
members and social purpose entities

IDEAS
•

•
•

Incentivise collaborations so
that people can see the effect of
working together
Showcase successful collaborations
Promote a culture of collective impact,
and that shared goals, outcomes and
approaches can bring about more
impactful and sustainable change

KEY THRUSTS
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CONCLUSION

“…COLLECTIVE IMPACT, THE COMMITMENT
OF A GROUP OF IMPORTANT ACTORS
FROM DIFFERENT SECTORS TO A
COMMON AGENDA FOR SOLVING A
SPECIFIC SOCIAL PROBLEM.”43
CONCLUSION

The social service sector
has come a long way and
advanced in many aspects.
However, with the changing
environment and to meet
needs more effectively,
there has to be a shift in
how the sector approaches
social problems.
The common vision and
roadmap contributed
by stakeholders in the
sector act as a guide to
making this shift towards
collective impact. Achieving
large-scale impact and
collaboration across the
whole system is not an easy
task, but there is evidence
of success. Commitment

43

and perseverance put into
the processes are therefore
worth the effort.
Every step on this fiveyear journey counts.
While this publication has
documented the shared
vision and macro plans
for the sector, its progress
and realisation depend on
every one in the ecosystem
playing their part.
Stakeholders in the
ecosystem can implement
and grow the list of
initiatives. The list is not
prescriptive as it is meant
to encourage innovation
and ownership of ideas.
It also facilitates partners

Kania, J., & Kramer, M. (2011). Collective Impact.

to come together to
collaborate and scale good
practices. These efforts will
be tracked using outcome
and impact measurements.
Everyone can take the lead,
leverage on one another
and innovate so as to be
prepared to meet future
needs and make a sustained
impact. It is with hope and
confidence that the passion
and conviction of every
ecosystem player and the
cross-sector partnerships
that blossom will make
the vision of “every person
empowered to live with
dignity in a caring and
inclusive society” a reality.
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APPENDIX

PLAYBOOK
(LOCAL i AND
OVERSEAS MODELS)
KEY THRUST 1

Increase number of preventive solutions
LOCAL

OVERSEAS

Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship
(NFTE) Programme

Adobe Youth Voices (AYV) in partnership
with Taking IT Global (TIG)

by Halogen Foundation Singapore

(USA)

Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship
(NFTE) is a funded entrepreneurship
programme from the US with a track record
of more than 30 years. The programme is
specifically catered for students from lower
income communities to learn fundamental
business skills, build confidence and develop
entrepreneurial mindsets. With corporate
adoption by their partners, NFTE students
will have the opportunity to interact with
corporate volunteers who will provide real
life experiences and work with them through
this journey. Pre- and post-surveys found an
increase in confidence in public speaking,
tackling challenges, self-esteem, goal-setting
and adaptability.

Partnering Non-Governmental
Organisations (NGOs) and youth
agencies, youths in the community are
trained to develop multimedia artwork
that highlight issues they care about,
identify solutions and foster creative skills.
How It Works
• Using digital storytelling, the youth
can express themselves and grow
a passion to make a difference in
their communities.

How It Works
• Exposes students to real life examples of
entrepreneurship through business visits,
featured sharing by local entrepreneurs
and coaching by corporate volunteers.

i

Initiatives include ideas in the pipeline or pilot stage, and those which have been implemented for some time.
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Educators will teach students business
concepts in an experiential, hands-on and
value-based approach.
The students will complete their
individual business plan and present it in
front of a panel of judges.

PA Wellness Programme
by People’s Association (PA), supported by Ministry of
Social and Family Development (MSF), Ministry of Health
(MOH) and Health Promotion Board (HPB)

An engagement programme targeting
seniors 50 years and above in the
community that promotes the importance
of staying mentally and physically active,
so that elderly residents can enjoy a higher
quality of life.
How It Works
• A myriad of activities (e.g. gardening,
brisk walking, dragon boating) are
organised to encourage seniors to form
strong social networks.
• Bonds that are formed serve as an
informal roll call as others will notice if a
member is absent or exhibits a change
in behaviour.
• Health screenings are provided and those
at risk of developing chronic illnesses are
encouraged to eat healthy and exercise.

KEY LEARNINGS
• Skills essential for leadership and social consciousness are developed early, using
creative methods.
• Grassroots organisations and government agencies can work together to ensure
health and social needs are adequately met at a community level.
• Upstream measures typically centre on education. Programmes designed should cater
to the needs and learning styles of different age groups and demographics.
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Empowerment and personal development
LOCAL

OVERSEAS

Our Lives, Our Voices

Kids As Self Advocates (KASA)

by Movement for the Intellectually Disabled of Singapore

(USA)

(MINDS) and Down Syndrome Association (DSA)

A two-year pilot project that aims
to empower and develop people
with Intellectual Disabilities (ID) and
Developmental Disabilities (DD) to
become leaders and self-advocates.
How It Works
• Following a lesson plan co-developed
with participants, participants will be
trained to craft their own story about
their lives and aspirations, and speak up
for themselves.
• Equipped with the skills, participants will
deliver their stories at a public forum.
• Upon graduation, interested participants
will lead a self-advocacy group,
supported by MINDS and DSA.
Y Arts Challenge
by YMCA of Singapore

Allows children and youths from
disadvantaged backgrounds, with
intellectual and developmental disabilities
(ID/DD) and hearing impairment to
express themselves creatively and build
self- confidence.
How It Works
• Using dance, performing and visual arts,
children and youths uncover and develop
their hidden talents, which are showcased
at platforms.

A grassroots project created by youth
with disabilities to empower youths to
advocate for themselves and others.
How It Works
• Acting on the belief that information
enables choice and advocacy,
over 60 tip sheets are written by
youths to share information and real
life experiences.
• These reports guide other youths on
how to advocate, and consist useful
information on how to find a job,
work with others and find assistive
technology options.
Self-Advocacy Online
(USA)

An easy-to-use website with special
features to help train people with ID/DD
on self-advocacy.
How It Works
Special features:
• A tutorial guide featuring a person
with ID explaining how to navigate
the website.
• A research page on data and trends
translated to accessible formats e.g.
use of graphics.
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Empowering Seniors
by NCSS

The Empowering Seniors Project is a threeyear project to develop and promote senior
empowerment. It focuses on engagements
to enhance the psychosocial well-being
of seniors.
How It Works
The project brought together 15 eldercare
practitioners to champion purposeful
engagements with seniors served by social
service organisations. They formed three
work-teams to develop a toolkit in each of
the three pillars of empowerment:
• Intrapersonal: Senior Life Review through
arts, a group-work activity which aims
to enable seniors to gain confidence
through a review of their past, present
and future.
• Interpersonal: Seniors’ Conversation
Toolkit “E-Chat”, a centre-based activity,
which aims to enable seniors to achieve
a sense of connectedness and self-worth
through conversations and recollections
of their memories and past experiences.
• Community: Strong Again! Companion
Guide, a home-based activity which
aims to equip seniors to overcome
their personal fears, gain motivation
to participate in social activities and
reintegrate into the community.

KEY LEARNINGS
• Training providers, social service organisations and government agencies could
work together to include self-advocacy as an area of training focus in their list of
training courses.
• Social purpose entities should include vulnerable populations in the design of
programme and/or training curricula to create opportunities to exercise responsibility,
voice and influence. It also helps to boost the accessibility of information.
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Create services and engagement platforms and provide options to service users
LOCAL

OVERSEAS

Services Dashboard

FamilyHub

by NCSS

(UK)

A pilot dashboard of information on social
service programmes, schemes and policies
to point users in the right direction and
make known the available options.

An online community created by charity
(Mencap) to connect parents and family
carers of people with learning disabilities.

How It Works
• Social service professionals and
potential users filter by service user
and programme type to view existing
services. A description of the programme
and contact information are provided to
facilitate referral and intake.
Singapore Silver Pages

How It Works
• Online discussions allow members to
share their experiences and challenges,
and to offer support and guidance to
others whose family situation is similar
to theirs.
• A category called “Ask the Expert”,
where experts across specialisations
from Mencap and the wider learning
disability sector help answer questions.

by Agency for Integrated Care (AIC)

Neighbourhood Support
A one-stop portal providing resources on
community-based care, financial assistance
schemes and caregiving. An engagement
platform, CarersSG, is also provided through
their online initiative.
How It Works
• Seniors and caregivers tap on selfassessment tools to narrow down
searches for financial help or services.
The E-care Locator helps to find care
services, from home care providers and
day care centres to nursing homes.
• CarersSG is an online community where
users share information, resources
and experiences on providing care for
the elderly.

(New Zealand)

A hub of network of local groups,
partners and sponsors whose
purpose is to create safe and caring
neighbourhoods. It aims to reduce crime
rates and effects by building community
resilience and networks.
How It Works
• Through community events, people
in the neighbourhood come together
to share information and ideas
to solve local problems, support
victims of crime and cope with civil
defence emergencies.
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My Aged Care
(Australia)

A national online and phone service that
connects people to care services.
How It Works
• Staff will ask questions to understand
the caller’s needs and provide guidance
on available and quality options.
• Web portal with postal code and
service type filters to help search
for services.

KEY LEARNINGS
• Tapping on technology and relationships in the community can help increase
awareness of options and promote independence when sourcing for solutions.
• Providing user-friendly and complementary means of accessing information on
services e.g. web and phone can increase the reach of services.

Mobilise community assets
LOCAL
WeCare@MarineParade Community
Enabling Network

OVERSEAS
Older People for Older People (O4O)
(UK)

by WeCare@Marine Parade

A community enabling network to help
vulnerable residents in Marine Parade
through community action and partnerships.
How It Works
Provides a last-mile and holistic community
safety net by:
• Growing community assets – actively
recruiting volunteers and conducting
training to build capability for outreach.
• Pioneering solutions – e.g. an early
intervention programme where
volunteers mentor children from lowincome families.
• Building relationships between
residents, volunteers and organisations –
collaborations to conduct weekly
community-based training to enhance
parent-child interactions.

A project to help communities meet the
needs of their older citizens by working
with older residents, to create services
and social organisations that help sustain
community life.
How It Works
• Utilises the capacity of older people as
community assets.
• Identifies new opportunities to
provide services.
• Tests feasibility of innovative
organisational models.
• Develops a toolkit to develop O4O
organisations transnationally.
• Evaluates impact on individuals
and communities.
• Informs policy and practice through
impact monitoring research, and
publishing policy briefings and
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COMNET Senior Services
by AMKFSC Community Services

A range of services using community
resources to support vulnerable and lowincome seniors to live independently and
actively in the community.
How It Works
• The COMNET Befriending Service
provides a combination of befriending,
tele-befriending, structured activities and
ad hoc senior escort services.
• Regular home visits conducted by
COMNET Carers, who are senior
volunteers from the community, to
reach out to the elderly who are
socially isolated.
• Carers alert COMNET staff if more
support is required.
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recommendations on what needs
to change in local, national and
international policy to develop
a community co-production e.g.
communities should be involved in
the delivery of older people’s services,
structures need to be put in place that
empower communities to engage with
service co-production, etc.
Neighbours Treating Neighbours For
Depression and Alcoholism
(India)

A project by a non-profit healthcare
organisation (Sangath) that aims to
increase a rural community’s access to
mental healthcare.
How It Works
• With limited trained professionals,
the model combines professional
counselling with “talk therapy” by
lay counsellors, which entails service
users talking about their daily lives and
suggesting activities to do that will
help them refocus their minds.
• Mental health professionals conduct a
three-week training session to equip
members of the community to be
lay counsellors.

KEY LEARNINGS
• Communities should recognise that each member in the community has the potential
to contribute and be a resource.
• As each community will be most familiar with its strength and resources, community
agencies should take an active role in leading the implementation of models that tap
on community assets.
• In developing programmes, community agencies should involve potential
beneficiaries, grassroots organisations and other community partners to widen
programme impact and build a sense of belonging.
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KEY THRUST 2

Adopt best service delivery models, raise service standards and
improve service user outcomes
LOCAL

OVERSEAS

Service Standards Framework

SGS – NGO Benchmarking

led by NCSS

(Switzerland)

The NCSS Service Standards Framework
comprises the Enhanced Programme
Evaluation System (EPES), Service Standards
Requirements (SSR) and Onsite Assurance
(OA). It is used to assess the extent of the
improvements that have been made to the
service user’s circumstances and conditions
as a result of a programme implemented to
target those needs.

NGO benchmarking certification
audits from SGS provide an impartial
assessment of the compliance level of
an NGO with international best practices
and establish a framework towards
continuous improvement.

How It Works
• In the EPES, goals will be set for the
service user at the start of programme
enrolment. After a time interval of six
months to a year, there will be measures
to ascertain and track if outcomes have
been improved.
• OA are quality assurance visits conducted
on service providers. It is guided by the
16 service delivery processes that may
critically impact service user outcomes.

How It Works
• Performance is assessed against 101
objectively verifiable indicators, which
have been selected from major codes
and international standards.
• Ratings are then provided for each
indicator and consolidated in the final
audit report. The scope of the audit
is defined by the NGO, with on-site
interviews and documentary checks
conducted.
• Before submitting the final audit
report, all results are validated with the
audited organisation.
• Any organisation which obtains a mark
of 70% or above and shows no major
non-conformity is then awarded an
NGO Benchmarking Certificate.
Nonprofits First
(USA)

Nonprofits First created a unified set
of administrative standards to support
organisations in achieving high levels
of non-profit excellence. Through the
accreditation process, the operational
capacity of local non-profit organisation
is assessed and strengthened.
How It Works
• Evaluates standards in key areas
including: board governance,
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strategic planning, fundraising, risk
management, human resources and
financial management.
The accreditation process presents
an organisation’s leadership with a
roadmap, through resources, links,
and sample documents that provide
a crucial foundation for building and
sustaining a solid infrastructure.
To ensure that the process is objective,
compliance with accreditation
standards is verified by subject
matter experts in each area of review,
offering vital third-party confirmation
of the organisation’s commitment to
management excellence.

KEY LEARNINGS
There is a need for alignment and clear articulation within the sector of the value of
accreditation, and a long-term sustainability plan in place to cover sustained costs,
especially since accreditation tends to be renewed every three years.

Strengthen organisational leadership and people practices
LOCAL

OVERSEAS

The Centre for Non-Profit Leadership (CNPL)

American Express Leadership Academy

by NVPC

(USA)

CNPL, a part of NVPC, advocates planned
leadership and nurtures leadership capability
for the non-profit sector. Through people
search, leadership and organisational
development, CNPL helps the non-profit sector
by creating a leadership pipeline, building
effective boards and partnering non-profits
leaders and corporate professionals. Its vision
is to transform the non-profit sector through
effective, committed and passionate leaders.

The American Express Leadership
Academy is a signature corporate
social responsibility (CSR) programme.
It includes five non-profit partners,
encompasses nine separate programmes,
spans four countries and impacts
hundreds of high potential emerging
leaders annually. The curriculum focuses
on building the personal, business
and leadership skills needed to run a
successful non-profit organisation.

How It Works
• Board Match is CNPL’s flagship programme
to bring diversity and rejuvenation to
Boards of non-profit organisations (NPOs)
by matching senior executives with at least
five years of management and leadership
experiences from both the public and
private sectors to the Boards of NPOs.

How It Works
• Competitive nomination and selection
process seeks to build a diverse cohort
of non-profit managers who represent
a range of experiences, backgrounds,
and industries.
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Expert Match, a programme piloted
in 2015, is designed to match domain
experts across various industries and
sectors to NPOs. The volunteers will
identify and take up project-specific
volunteering roles by matching the
expertise which they have.
COMPass Programme is a personalised
leadership development journey for each
participant that enables an organisational
leader to better understand and hone
their competencies in tackling the
challenges of running a non-profit
organisation, through defining a
professional development plan.
Pulse Check is a self-assessment process
for non-profit boards to strengthen their
leadership capacity. It invites Boards
and the Executive leadership team to
reflect upon developmental next steps to
enhance their overall effectiveness.

People Practice Consultancy (PPC)
by NCSS

The three-year People Practice Consultancy
(PPC) provides targeted HR solutions to help
100 organisations to improve their people
management processes. The aggregated
results from PPC will create the First Ever
Social Service People Practice Index to
measure and benchmark the HR maturity of
the sector in 2018.
How It Works
• Appointed consultant(s) will work with
the social service organisations through
a customised diagnostic approach:
(1) board and senior management
interviews to determine leadership
priorities; (2) an assessment of HR
capacity by the consultants through the
People Practice Inventory; and (3) the
deployment of a People Opinion survey
to all members of the organisation
(including volunteers if required) to
determine satisfaction with its people
practices. The triangulation of views
will uncover the strengths and highlight
opportunities for subsequent tailored
consultancy in the areas of recruitment
and selection, compensation and
benefits, performance management and
career planning.

•

•

American Express partners with a
premier non-profit organisation with
experience and deep insights in nonprofit leadership development.
Includes one-on-one coaching and
formal follow-up activities.

The Bridgespan Group and
Bain & Company
(Global)

As a non-profit organisation itself,
Bridgespan collaborates with missiondriven and philanthropic leaders to
help scale impact, build leadership,
advance philanthropic effectiveness and
advance learning.
How It Works
• Bridgespan draws on Bain’s intellectual
property, and Bain on Bridgespan’s, to
provide clients with the most effective
management insights and tools e.g.
the tailoring of the decision rights tool,
RAPID®, for non-profit contexts.
• Also conducts joint worldwide
training sessions.
BoardSource
(USA)

BoardSource is a national organisation
working to strengthen non-profit
board leadership. Their mission is to
inspire and support excellence in nonprofit governance and board and staff
leadership. Their core offering is a
year-round board support programme
that provides assessment-driven board
development and supports organisations
through an affordable and scalable model.
How It Works
• Conducts coaching and
consulting services and leadership
certificate programmes.
• Provides information on performance
assessment, weekly collection of useful
templates, checklists, infographics and
articles on board topics.
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ACE Capstone Leadership Programme for
Non-Profits

•

run by NCSS

Leadership development programme that
sets out to groom strategic leaders in the
non-profit sector. It is specially designed for
current and potential Executive Directors, and
officers of equivalent responsibilities, in nonprofit organisations and social enterprises.
How It Works
• Jointly developed by the Tote Board and
the Social Service Institute (SSI), the
programme combines the strengths of
three leadership programme providers,
namely, Aalto University (Finland),
Singapore Management University
(Lien Centre for Social Innovation,
SMU) and the Centre for Non-Profit
Leadership (CNPL).
• The programme provides opportunities
to network with senior leaders in the
sector for possible collaboration and to
work on innovative solutions that can
influence policies at the national level
through the Action Learning Project.

•
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Promotes board transparency by
creating a platform for organisations
to share information about essential
board leadership practices, including
board orientation and education,
executive oversight, ethics and
transparency, board composition and
diversity, and board performance
and assessment.
Maps sector-wide trends in board
leadership through their signature
study, Leading with Intent, which
provides important information about
current board compositions, practices
and important trends and changes in
board leadership.

KEY LEARNINGS
• Leveraging on cross-sector partnerships to tap on specialised knowledge and
expertise in the area of capacity building.
• Management-level staff of social purpose entities have to be willing to invest in
grooming leaders and people development.

Enhance career and professional development pathways
LOCAL
National Social Work Competency
Framework (NSWCF)

OVERSEAS
Professional Capabilities Framework (PCF)
(UK)

jointly developed by MSF, MOH and NCSS

The NSWCF was developed for social workers
across all fields of practice, including both
social service and healthcare. It sets out the
knowledge, skills and behavioural attributes
for social workers at different job levels,
and maps out possible career pathways. It

The PCF is an overarching professional
standards framework, developed by the
Social Work Reform Board.
How It Works
The nine levels relate to the complexity
of work. Progression between levels
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is a unifying framework which emphasises
common domains and competencies
across social work settings, and is aimed at
advancing the profession in Singapore.
How It Works
There are two publications:
• Professional Development Guide for
Social Workers to chart their career
progression pathways and make training
plans to acquire competencies. The Guide
also includes a self-assessment tool for
social workers to use with supervisors
during performance appraisals.
• Talent Handbook for employers and HR
to incorporate social work competencies
into talent management and
development practices. The Handbook
includes guidance on recruitment
and selection processes, performance
management, and learning and
development pathways.
Hua Mei Training Academy (HMTA)
A Tsao Foundation Initiative

The HMTA is a dedicated provider of training
in community-based eldercare, supporting
the urgent need for capacity building in the
formal and informal eldercare sector.
How It Works
• HMTA channels the knowledge and
skills acquired by the Hua Mei Centre for
Successful Ageing and the International
Longevity Centre – Singapore to the
wider community and other eldercare
professionals to impact change
and engender age-friendly values
and practices.
• In 2008, HMTA was appointed the
Continuing Education and Training (CET)
Centre for the Community and Social
Service (Senior Services) Sub Sector to
raise the standards and competencies
of the sector through a structured
competency-based training roadmap.

is determined by people’s abilities to
manage issues such as complexity,
risk and responsibility in a range of
professional settings. The PCF:
• Sets out consistent expectations
of social workers at every stage in
their career.
• Provides a backdrop to both
initial social work education and
continuing professional development
after qualification.
• Informs the design and implementation
of the national career structure.
• Gives social workers a framework
to plan their careers and
professional development.
Continuous Professional Development
(CPD)
(UK)

CPD, is the process by which professionals
maintain and develop their knowledge
and skills throughout their career. It is
mandatory for social work professionals
within the UK to evidence further learning
when renewing their registration with their
respective regulatory body.
Hong Kong Council of Social Service
(HKCSS)
(Hong Kong)

HKCSS Institute promotes life-long
learning in the social service sector
through trainings, seminars, symposiums,
scholarships and recognition scheme
with an aim to foster the growth and
development of practitioners and
the agencies.
Their mission is to provide quality learning
programmes and resources to facilitate
professional knowledge building in
order to develop and maintain a vibrant,
diversified, proactive and sustainable
social service sector.

KEY LEARNINGS
Having clear career pathways and development opportunities is key to the development
and retention of talent. It also reminds practitioners of the importance of continuous
learning and skills upgrading.
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Implement measures to optimise resources
LOCAL

OVERSEAS

Sharing of service landscapes and sectorwide information

Seoul Social Welfare Map

Sharing more information on existing social
services and areas of need across Singapore.

Seoul Council on Social Welfare publishes
a Seoul Social Welfare Map, which
provides social service organisations,
beneficiaries or anyone with an interest
in the social services a comprehensive
view of the various service providers and
service types across the whole of Seoul.

•

•

•

The information will help service
providers to better identify and move
into underserved and emerging areas,
and aid in their strategic planning and
organisational growth and people
development strategies.
Also, it will help foster greater
collaboration between different
organisations that serve similar target
groups, or those that serve in the same
regional area.
Eventually, the information could also be
shared with potential incoming service
providers, to let them know which types
of services are needed and which areas
they could move into.

Therapy Hubs/Community Psychology Hub
(CPH)
SPD, Thye Hua Kwan Moral Charities, Asian Women’s
Welfare Association and CPH

To increase efficiency, reduce costs and
share resources, the hub and spoke model
was introduced to have a central pool of
specialists who are deployed to various
organisations for short stints.
How It Works
• There are currently three therapy hubs
and one psychology hub, whose tasks are
to attract, develop and deploy therapists
and psychologists to social service
organisations that need them.
• This model is meant to help smaller
organisations that may not have the
means and economies of scale to
hire, train and ensure adequate career
pathways for these specialists.

(Korea)

Sharing City, Seoul Project
(Korea)

Seoul Metropolitan Government started
the “Sharing City, Seoul” project in 2012. It
includes several sharing programmes and
policies for establishing and expanding
infrastructure for a sharing city to
optimise resources.
How It Works
• As its first step, Seoul created a portal
website called “Share-Hub” to share
information related to sharing activities
in the city and designated over 60 social
enterprises promoting sharing initiatives
to receive support to invigorate the
sharing economy in the city.
• The city government also organised the
“Seoul Sharing Promotion Committee”
to review and consult on sharingrelated policies. To accelerate the
dissemination of sharing culture and
related values, Seoul supports the
sharing of municipally-owned spaces,
parking lots, and used children’s clothes
in cooperation with district offices, and
organises campaigns and seminars,
including workshops for youth.
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Google for Nonprofits
(Global)

A platform by Google.org that
provides resources/tools to nonprofit organisations to build more
efficient workflows and stronger nonprofit fundraising techniques at no
charge – leaving more time to focus on
their mission.
How It Works
• It offers a suite of services such as
apps to promote seamless connection
between co-workers and donors,
Google Ad Grants, Google One Today
that promote the finding of new
donors, Google Earth Outreach to
bring non-profit stories to life with
custom maps and global location
data, etc.

KEY LEARNINGS
• The routes to resource optimisation are varied, and recent technologies have made it
easier to share, be it through matching of demand of supply or through sharing realtime information.
• There is space for intermediaries to enter to aid in resource optimisation (e.g. by
playing a matching/technology provision role).

Build culture of innovation and productivity, and leverage on technology
LOCAL

OVERSEAS

Lien Centre for Social Innovation

Beespace

A partnership between the Lien Foundation and SMU

(USA)

The Lien Centre for Social Innovation was
established in 2006 to advance the thinking
and capability of the social sector. Its vision
is to be a thought leader and catalyst
for positive social change in Singapore
and beyond.

Founded in 2013, Beespace is an
incubator that identifies and launches the
next generation of non-profits. Beespace
offers a unique incubation experience
for a full two years, providing security of
time, seed money, and other support.

APPENDIX

It is working to contribute to a more
equitable, inclusive and vibrant society by
addressing social needs through innovative
approaches. It aims to strengthen social
service organisations so that they become
influential and effective partners with
businesses and government.
How It Works
Some of its initiatives include:
• SMU Change Lab – an action-oriented
research and design programme that
works with organisations across sectors
to develop prototypes to address social
issues. The prototypes could be in the
form of policies, services, software
or hardware.
• SMU Impact Accelerator – aims to
empower student innovators in the SMU
community to build social enterprises.
Students will have access to mentors and
investors-in-residence providing advice on
business strategies, revenue models, and
funding options, among others. Students
will also have access to a working space,
workshops and other resources.
Institute of Innovation & Entrepreneurship
under SMU

A practice-oriented institute that provides
support for innovation and entrepreneurshiprelated activities across all the schools at SMU.
How It Works
• Activities range from events,
competitions and networking around
innovation and entrepreneurship,
workshops, training programmes,
study missions and internships
for entrepreneurs and budding
entrepreneurs, and a full-fledged
incubation programme to help aspiring
entrepreneurs take their ideas to market.
• The SMU BIG Incubator offers a coworking space for entrepreneurs, where
startups developing new businesses
come to work in an office space
with mentoring, workshops, classes,
Wi-Fi, meeting rooms and other
support services.
• Provides mentorship to improve the
chances of success of young start-ups.
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How It Works
Beespace provides:
• A rent-free co-working space,
lessening isolation and pressure.
• Outsourcing of back-end operations,
allowing founders to focus
on innovation.
• Phased curriculum that includes
experimental learning, field trips,
formal skills-building workshops,
peer-to-peer learning, and hands on
executive coaching.
This approach allows aspiring nonprofit founders to test their ideas during
their two-year stay at Beespace. In that
time, a supportive learning community
develops, pushing “incubees” to identify
truly transformative solutions to
social problems.
New Zealand Productivity Commission
(New Zealand)

In June 2014, the New Zealand
Productivity Commission was tasked
to look at ways to improve social
services. The final report made several
recommendations on how to make social
services more responsive, service userfocused, accountable and innovative.
For example:
• Empower the service user – provide
choice and control to experiment
with different services. This will give
service providers incentive to innovate
and adapt their services to fit what
their service users want and improve
satisfaction.
• Build a system that learns and
innovates – collect, share and analyse
data across the social service system
in order to design more effective
systems. Better information will also
help to direct resources to where
they make the most difference in
improving lives.
• Make smarter investments – reduce
long-term spending by providing
well-targeted employment and
related services to the people who
receive help.
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MINDS Social Combinator – SOCO
by MINDS

The Social Combinator is a business
incubation/accelerator programme initiated
by MINDS to enable the growth of social
enterprises to provide assisted employment
within the MINDS facilities for Persons with
Intellectual Disabilities (PwIDs). These social
enterprises can be both new and established
businesses that want to create their social
impact through employment of PwIDs.
SOCO will generate a stable pipeline of
employers to provide Assisted Employment
to clients with wages, CPF and other
employment benefits. Assisted Employment
will fill a gap in the current employment
options available; namely Open Employment,
Supported Employment and Sheltered
Employment. MINDS aims to develop
the Assisted Employment programme to
eventually transform Sheltered Employment.
How It Works
• Businesses and social entrepreneurs are
selected based on their business viability
and job fit to provide sustainable long term
employment to PwIDs. In return, MINDS
will incubate them by providing workshop
space, assistance to employers, training,
job matching and onsite job support to
clients employed by these enterprises.
• The MINDS Social Combinator gives
entrepreneurs business acceleration
assistance in navigating the social impact
landscape in addition to networking and
scaling opportunities.
• The ecosystem created by SOCO and
Assisted Employment will provide
sustainable employment for PwIDs
while reducing business operational
risks for MINDS and other social service
organisations, increasing the quality
of life for PwIDs through market-rated
wages, choices of jobs, and increasing
independence and self-esteem for
themselves and pride for their caregivers.

KEY LEARNINGS
Social innovations need more than monetary support to transform ideas into working
solutions. Often, they also need structured coaching and mentorship, administrative
support, and formal skills-building training.
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Form partnerships and platforms to encourage social innovation
LOCAL
DBS-NUS Social Venture Challenge Asia
organised by DBS Foundation and NUS Enterprise

OVERSEAS
Schwab Foundation for Social
Entrepreneurship
(Switzerland)

The DBS-NUS Social Venture Challenge Asia
aims to identify and support innovative ideas
and social ventures that have the potential to
generate positive, scalable and sustainable
social impact. It aims to raise awareness
of social entrepreneurship and catalyse a
robust community of social entrepreneurs
and capacity builders across Asia.
The Challenge provides multi-dimensional
support for budding social entrepreneurs
and builds capacity through public
education. Participants will be supported
and mentored by experienced practitioners.
How It Works
• For 2017’s challenge, there are two
categories for application:
- Idea category: For those who are still
validating their ideas, trying to build
a minimum viable product, or have
conducted trials with a small group of
customers, but have yet to generate
consistent revenue.
- Enterprise category: For those who
are already consistently generating
revenues or expanding to new regions
to grow its size and impact.
• On top of prize money, DBS Foundation
and NUS Enterprise will provide six
months of post-competition support for
finalist teams, such as mentorship and
other incubation support.

The Schwab Foundation for Social
Entrepreneurship is a not-for-profit,
independent organisation founded in
1998, with the purpose to advance social
entrepreneurship and to foster social
entrepreneurs as a catalyst for societal
innovation and progress. The Foundation
is under the legal supervision of the Swiss
Federal Government.
How It Works
Its main activities include:
• Identifying and highlighting the world’s
leading social entrepreneurs.
• Community building – currently, over
260 social entrepreneurs form part of
the Schwab Foundation community.
The Foundation fosters the peerto-peer exchange of the social
entrepreneurs and supports replication
of their methodologies among
each other.
• Connecting social entrepreneurs.
• Generating solutions in partnership.
Social Innovation Community (SIC)
(Europe)

SIC is run by a consortium of 12 leading
organisations across Europe. Its objective
is to strengthen, connect and grow
existing social innovation communities –
including public sector innovation, digital
social innovation and intermediaries. SIC
will run a series of activities including
practical place-based experiments,
learning, policy and research. Its aims
are to:
• Deepen the knowledge and capacity
of communities to act and grow.
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Support public decision-makers and
other stakeholders to work with social
innovators more effectively in solving
public challenges.

Asia Social Innovation Awards
(Hong Kong)

The Asia Social Innovation Awards
was launched in 2008 to promote
social entrepreneurship through social
innovation. It provides a platform to
kickstart projects through cross-country
networking and exchange of expertise.
How It Works
• Participants choose an urban issue
that they are most concerned about
and committed to tackle.
• They then develop a business idea
that can address the issue, be it
creating a new social start-up or
incorporating a social solution into an
existing business.
• The competition consists of three
phases: Local competition, coaching
in the entrepreneur’s lab and Asia
region competition.

KEY LEARNINGS
• Platforms provide innovators opportunities to learn from similar experiences as well as
to adapt successful ideas back into the community.
• Platforms should connect partners facing or are interested in resolving similar issues.
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KEY THRUST 3

Advocate and develop Quality of Life, Ecosystem and Lifespan solutions
LOCAL

OVERSEAS

Circle-of-Care

San Francisco Village

by Over-The-Rainbow

(USA)

An online platform to address the issue
of mental wellness and personal wellbeing holistically and systemically by
taking a community-based approach.
Healthcare professionals, wellness experts,
alternative healers as well as trained
volunteers (Guardian Angels) form part of
the ecosystem.

A non-profit membership organisation
that connects older San Franciscans
to the community, expertise and
programmes they need to continue living
lives of purpose and promise in their
own homes.

How It Works
• The public can get access to self-help
and self-healing resources, participate
in wellness activities such as yoga and
meditation, as well as get adopted by a
Guardian Angel for ongoing support and
guided healing via the website.

How It Works
• Interested older adults can join
as members and receive benefits
such as expert advice, member-led
neighbourhood circles, volunteer
support (e.g. assistance with
household tasks) and referrals for
professional service (e.g. handyman).
Disability Lifespan Solutions (DLS)
(USA)

DLS is designed for families of children,
youths and adults with developmental,
intellectual, psychiatric and/or physical
disabilities, including autism to support
them during life transitions.
How It Works
• Families can approach DLS for
consultation sessions where they will
be given information, guidance and
hands-on assistance ranging from life
care planning, transitioning between
special education to adulthood,
navigating benefits, and healthcare
planning and coordination.
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The Rachel House (RH)
(Indonesia)

RH is the first paediatric palliative
care service in Indonesia to provide
home-based palliative care for children
from marginalised communities living
with cancer or HIV. RH also actively
provides palliative care training to
medical professionals as well as
community volunteers.
How It Works
• RH works with stakeholders to improve
the quality of life of patients and
their families.
• Apart from negotiating the goals of
care with healthcare professionals and
coordinating overall support efforts
in the community, RH staff also help
patients with pain and symptom
management and provide education
and support for them and their family.

KEY LEARNINGS
• The environment is crucial to support the needs of the individual and their family once
their needs are holistically assessed. Build the environment and enable the community
to be able to support those in need and their families.
• There is no one-size-fits-all approach. Flexibility is the only constant in service delivery
to effectively match the needs of service users.
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Enhance capabilities and interface for complex case management
LOCAL
Guidelines for Coordinated Case
Management

OVERSEAS
Citizen Advice
(UK)

by MSF

A set of guidelines for use by all agencies
engaged in multi-agency work to:
(1) facilitate a coordinated and holistic
approach when meeting the needs of cases
with multiple stressors; and (2) provide
clarity on roles of agencies and caseworkers
when two or more agencies are involved.
How It Works
The guidelines contain principles and good
practices that agencies can incorporate into
existing standard operating procedures,
frameworks and practice guides.
Training courses for social service
practitioners dealing with multistressed families

Provides advice to help people overcome
their problems and come together to
campaign on big issues when their voices
need to be heard.
How It Works
• The public can get advice on issues
ranging from benefits, employment,
housing, legal and health through four
different channels – online, webchat,
phone and walk-ins.
• The Citizen Advice Network relies on
more than 6,500 staff, 23,000 trained
volunteers and works closely with 307
charities to deliver the appropriate
advice for free.
Linkage (also known as LinkPeople)

by NCSS

(New Zealand)

SSI runs courses to equip frontline social
service practitioners with the adequate tools,
techniques and strategies for assessment
and intervention for families facing
multiple stressors.

Linkage provides a variety of services
to help people navigate through the
government, health and social service
systems to find solutions that best meet
their needs.

How It Works
• At the end of the course, e.g. “Case
Management: Collaborating with Multistressed Families”, participants will be
able to explain the goals, principles and
qualifying criterion of case management
for working with multi-stressed families.

How It Works
• The public can get help through
face-to-face services navigation and
Webhealth, which provides online
access to information and contact
details for local health, well-being and
social services.
• Service Navigators will provide
information on choices of services
available and help make appointments
as well.

KEY LEARNINGS
• It is important to form close working relationships with multiple stakeholders in order
to deliver holistic service.
• Provide services via multiple avenues (e.g. face-to-face, online, phone).
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Share and integrate existing databases and knowledge
LOCAL

OVERSEAS

Social Service Net (SSNet)

All In: Data for Community Health

by MSF

(USA)

An integrated case management system
to enhance information sharing across
service providers for more effective
case management.

A nationwide learning collaborative
that helps communities build capacity
to address the social determinants
of health through multi-sector data
sharing collaborations.

How It Works
• Social service professionals will key
in service users’ information, relevant
data as well as case assessments into
SSNet which can then be retrieved
by appropriate staff from other
relevant agencies.
Youth Information System
by MSF

It is an information system which enables
ministries to share data on our youths,
especially those in need of help, support
and assistance.
How It Works
• Three ministries – Ministry of Education,
Ministry of Home Affairs, and Ministry of
Social and Family Development — are
able to view and draw data from the
system to analyse trends and better
formulate youth policies.

How It Works
• An ‘affinity group’ calls to convene
multiple communities interested in
engaging in open-ended discussions
with other sites about a specific topic.
• Communities are engaged in formal
and informal technical assistance.
Dialogues and networks are also
fostered across communities and
networks to create opportunities to
connect, share and learn.
• An online community where members
can connect with other professionals
doing similar work and access a
searchable knowledge base of
projects, tools and resources.
Altair Accountable Community for Health
for People with Disabilities
(USA)

Focuses on sharing e-health data among
a team of healthcare and community
service providers to help people with
disabilities lead healthy lives.
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How It Works
• Brought together by six non-profit
disability service providers and
clinicians at Bluestone Physician
Services where they use an electronic
patient data portal to share
information about their patients.
• It also creates a unique LifePlan for
each service user that takes into
account his or her needs in health,
housing, employment, social wellbeing and behavioural health. Staff
from the six organisations then use a
dashboard tool to prioritise LifePlan
goals and track outcomes over time.

KEY LEARNINGS
• Technology can support data sharing and data analysis that could aid service planning
and delivery.

Increase awareness and educate general public about social issues
LOCAL
The Purple Parade

OVERSEAS

by a Committee made up of representatives from

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Ice
Bucket Challenge

various organisations

(Global)

The Purple Parade is a movement that
supports the inclusion and celebrates the
abilities of persons with special needs. It is a
movement towards a more inclusive society
by opening the public’s eyes to people with
special needs in the community.

The challenge encourages nominated
participants to be filmed having a bucket
of ice and water poured on their heads
and then nominate others to do the same.
The intention was to promote awareness
and encourage donations to support
research of the disease.

How It Works
• Awareness of persons with special
needs is created through a campaign
comprising online and offline
outreach activities.
• On the day of the event, everyone comes
together to enjoy a carnival and celebrate
the talents and abilities of persons with
special needs during a concert.

How It Works
• Videos of participants are posted on
social media and shared with friends
and families who are challenged to do
the same.
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Different organisations can form
contingents to show their support
and display creativity of the special
needs community.

“See the True Me” Campaign
by NCSS

A public education campaign that aims to
inspire and raise public awareness of persons
with disabilities, encouraging the public to
see them for who they are, instead of the
disability that they have.
How It Works
• Shares information on disabilities
and interaction tips for people to
understand and enable them to
interact more comfortably with persons
with disabilities.
• Stories of persons with disabilities
are shared to encourage the public to
see them for their strengths, abilities
and achievements.
• Roadshows and interactive platforms
were held at public places to reach out to
the public.

Red Ramp Project
(India)

A project that aims to raise awareness
about public space accessibility issues in
India through storytelling, by creating a
shift in public thought and influencing the
priorities of policy-makers.
How It Works
• The public can watch videos on people
who are physically challenged, and
find out about how they have had to
overcome physical and other barriers
in life.
• They then share the videos through
social media to create the awareness
of the bigger issue.
• A petition can be signed on the
matter, and a location can be
tagged on a map for potential
accessibility improvements.

KEY LEARNINGS
• Tap on technology to reach out to many within a shorter period of time.
• Have a call to action or interactive component where the public can be
actively involved.
• Have follow-up activities for sustainable impact.
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Attract and engage the People, Public and Private sectors to provide opportunities,
funding and volunteers
LOCAL
Giving.sg
by NVPC

OVERSEAS
United Nations (UN) Volunteers
Programme
(Global)

Architecting the Giving Platform Ecosystem:
Giving.sg is Singapore’s one-stop portal to
match donors and volunteers to charities
serving across 14 causes. Givers can help
local charities by giving their time (general
volunteering); talent, through skill-specific
volunteering or start a fund-raiser; or
treasure, by making a donation or gift inkind. No matter what form of “gift” one
gives, it will help change lives and do good.
How It Works
• The public can choose how they would
like to give, (e.g. donate, volunteer,
fundraise) as well as learn more about the
causes and organisations to support.
• To encourage and facilitate the
public to make informed decisions,
each charity has a descriptive profile
page with contact information as
well as a donation cart and available
volunteering opportunities. All charities
on the platform are registered with the
Commissioner of Charities in Singapore.
• From the fourth quarter in 2017,
corporates and groups are also able to
register and create volunteering and
fundraising activities to involve their
stakeholders better.
Community Chest SHARE Programme
by NCSS

A hassle-free monthly giving programme
to encourage and inculcate the culture of
giving as individuals and as organisations.
How It Works
• Donors can select a monthly donation to
Community Chest, via their payroll, credit
card or GIRO.

The programme works with partners
to integrate qualified, highly motivated
and well-supported UN Volunteers
into development programming and to
promote the value and global recognition
of volunteerism.
How It Works
• Works with partners to identify
appropriate volunteer assignments,
manage the selection process, conduct
training, and be the liaison between
volunteers and host organisations.
• Volunteers can choose to do niche skill
tasks (micro-volunteering concept)
and/or conduct assignments via the
Internet (online volunteering).
100,000 Opportunities Initiative
(USA)

An employer-led coalition focused on
hiring youths who have dropped out
of school, are without work, and who
face systemic barriers to employment
and education.
How It Works
• Employers come together to learn best
practices, address common challenges,
and learn directly from out-ofschool youths.
• Employers and youths can leverage on
events organised by local communities
and governments to build connections
and find opportunities.
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Corporates can match their employees’
donations and/or use 50% of Government
matching funds (for the increased
donations) to organise Corporate Social
Responsibility activities for employees.

Giving Week
by NVPC

A national movement that encourages
everyone to give back in any way (e.g.
donate, volunteer, fundraise or support
the events).
How It Works
• Corporates and non-profits can organise
new fundraising or volunteer events/
ideas while individuals can participate
in them.
• Other giving activities include adopting
a charity to fundraise for on Giving. sg,
designating a percentage of sales/
proceeds for a day/item/service during
Giving Week, or carrying out a volunteer
opportunity on Giving.sg.

KEY LEARNINGS
• Consider non-traditional or alternative ways of giving and solving issues.
• Harness the unique strengths of different stakeholders (i.e. the People, Public and
Private sectors) to create cross-sector solutions.
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Strengthen collaboration in the ecosystem
LOCAL

OVERSEAS

Collaboration Labs (CoLABS)

Collaborate to Innovate Programme

by NVPC and CFS

(Ireland)

Co-creating Solutions for Collective Impact:
CoLABS is a community of action designed
for business leaders, philanthropic
institutions and government grant
makers looking to make a critical social
difference. CoLABS aims to spur meaningful
collaborations by enabling its members to
assess gaps, identify opportunities and build
scalable strategies by facilitating access to
resources, experts and knowledgeable peers.

Aims to help the community and
voluntary organisations explore
collaborative working and mergers.

How It Works
• A platform for givers with a common
social focus to collectively build insights
and co-create solutions.
• In 2017, CoLABS will focus on Children
and Youths, Persons with Disability and
the Vulnerable Elderly.
• Each of these CoLABS will meet at
regular intervals to take a 360-degree
view on the issue, build shared vision to
guide change and create strategies for
collective impact.
Deal Share Platform (DSP)

How It Works
• Individuals and organisations can sign
up for four free half-day seminars
to understand the concept of
collaborative working.
• Selected applications will be provided
with support and coaching sessions
to explore a joint venture/merger
proposition as well as develop,
implement and review joint work- plans.
On The Table Initiative
(USA)

An annual forum that brings Chicago-area
residents to gather in small groups to
share a meal and discuss the challenges
and opportunities the community faces. It
aims to elevate civic conversation, foster
new relationships and inspire collaborative
action across the region.

by Asian Venture Philanthropy Network (AVPN)

Launched in 2016, the DSP is a curated
platform that serves to help AVPN
members share, promote and connect
with recommended Social Purpose
Organisations (SPOs). This membersonly portal streamlines collaboration
and communication about existing and
prospective funding opportunities. Through
the DSP, AVPN facilitates a funding pipeline
for SPOs to seek continued resources,
as well as a platform for members to
collaborate and co-invest with each other.

How It Works
• Individuals can sign up to host a
mealtime conversation and invite
others as guests.
• A summary report detailing the impact
and outcomes of conversations will be
sent to all participants.
• Participants may follow up with the
table’s creative and actionable ideas
by applying for the Acting UP awards,
small prizes rewarded to participants
to help them implement their ideas,
work together and take action for the
public good.
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AVPN’s Deal Share also includes the Deal
Share Live, an investment showcase which
provides SPOs that are endorsed by AVPN
members opportunities to pitch to the wider
community of grant makers, impact investors,
corporates and government agencies.
It provides both investors and investees
exposure and visibility to other resource
providers and possible partners in the region.
How It Works
• Members (corporates, foundations,
universities, service providers, incubators,
etc.) can list SPOs that they have
supported previously or are currently
supporting.
• Members can identify quality projects
from the DSP to support (financial or
non-financial) by using filters (region,
beneficiary, causes, financial type, etc.)
Company of Good
by NVPC

Activating the Business Community:
Company of Good looks to build a
community of givers and ignite a giving
movement through corporates. They inspire
and activate companies to give strategically,
sustainability and with impact, benefitting
both businesses and the community.
How It Works
• Companies can tap on opportunities to
acquire knowledge, build capabilities,
network and collaborate through various
programmes and initiatives.
• Companies can sign-up for a free
membership by filling up the online
application form on their website.

KEY LEARNINGS
• The whole is often greater than the sum of its parts – find common interests or focus
areas to facilitate conversations and bring people together.
• Encourage exploratory discussions to discover potential areas of improvement
and partners.

